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Abstract

A national random sample of over 14,000 high school seniors was

studied with respect to socio-cultural differenees in responses to

cognitive test items. Six different cognitive tests and ten differ-

e--t groups were analyzed. The tests were: vocabulary, picture-number,

reading, letter-groups, mathematics, and mosaic comparisons. The

groups were. American Indians, Blacks, Mexican-Americans, Puerto

Ri- ns, Other Latin-Americans, Oriental-Americans, White Northeastern,

White North Central, White Southern, and White Western. Propo-- -ns

of each group responding correctly to each item of each test were com-

puted and then transformed to an interval scale of delta-values. The

delta-values for the White North Central gr up were then cross-plot ed

with each of the other groups to yield an elliptical pattern of points

for each comparison. The-major axis of the ellipse for each c ss-plot

was determined end the distance of each item-point from it cOmputed.

These distances were used to create a vector index of cross-cultural

stability. Items having notable patterns of instability were,examined

closely for factors which might explain such an outcome.

The greatest-instabilities were noted among the vocabulary items.

These vocabula y instabilities appeared -to-be attributable to linguistic

differences, primarily those ex1stng _between Spanish-speaking groups

and other groups. Vocabulary items involving cognates were-easier for

the higher.socio-economic status Spanish-speaking groups than for the

White Nor h Central gyoup. It was also observed that reading test items

-.having material relevant to black c lture were relatively easier for

blacks than were other items in I battery.. A perhaps significant



finding occurred in the analysis of mathematics items. The index c

puted revealed classes of items especially-difficult-for minoriti s

and especially easy for minorities- (relative to their performance on

other po tions of the test battery). ;Mathematical knowledge obtainable

from everyday life situations, such as Icw to count money, were -elative-

ly less difficult for minority groups. In contrast, very simpl4 math7-

tical problems, such as determining the value of square roots of whole.

-

numbers less than ten, seemed extraordinarily difficult for minority groups.

Since such knowledge, though-easily obtained is usually only obtained in-

a school setting, what is suggested is that most minority groups in the-

United States receive seriously deficient schooling in mathematics.



Preface

The research reported in this paper was supported in its entiret

by a Small Grant from the National Institute -f Education's Field

Initiated Studjes Program. Because of the limited funding associated

with these Small Gran the studies themselves must be of a limited

nature. The present study is only an exploration into the complex

problem of test ng in a pluralistic society. Rather than being a

-comprehensive analysis, the study intended merely to sdggest a-

new way-of thinking about test use and construOtion. While the data

used for the study have the potential for much more exhaustive anal-

ysis, such exhaustiVe analysis was not possible.
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Introduction

-There is a conviction _among many membe s of ethnic minority groups

and others that traditional tests of academic achievement and tests used

for employment decisions are biased in favor of a white middle-class culture.
_

Although mch research tends to discount such a belief-(e.g , Stanley, 1971;

Cleary, 1968; Rock, 1970; Campbell, Crooks, Mahoney, and Rock, 1973), there

is no doubt that some items on some tests are more difficult for some socio-

cultural groups. This point was emphasized by Green and Draper- (1972):

.As a matter Of fact we do know that moSt academic tests, both
aptitude and achievement, yield consistently higher scores for one
set of groups in society in contrast to various other groups such
as poor people, blacks, and Chicanos (Coleman, 1966).. Some people
overgeneralize these results to indicate that the latter groups are
:inferior to the former. In so doing they are assuming the tests are
fair and unbiased. [p. 5]

What the words "fair" and "unbiased" mean however, has proven to be diffi-

cult to define. Green and Drape note:

A biased test is popularly understood to-be a test which is
unfair to identifiable subgroups of the general population in which
it is being:used.- Although many people seem to believe the matter
is simple, little is actually known about the nature of bias in tests
and even-the Mostwidely accepted propositions badly need verification..
[p 1]

This kind -f confusion-led Darlington (1971) to propose tha_ the concept of

-"cultural fairness" be replaced by a Concept of "cultnral optimality " No

terminology, however, replaces the need for a careful consideration of the

way in which a speci_ test (or portion -eof) is used. In the words of

Thorndike (1971):

Since there are many different usc6 that:can he made of a
particular test or inferences that can be based upon it,
entirely possible that one use or inference is fair while another

is grossly unfair. (p. 63)

As an example of unfair test use,Thorndike presented the followIng hypothetical

item:
1 0
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The usual temperature for baking a cake is about:

(A) 2900 (B) 3000 (C) 3500 (D) 400'

in terms of the proportion of correct responses that would probably be ob ained

were such an item administered, the em -ould seem unfair to males, since they

nd less time cooking than do fen les. Thus, if this item were used as part

of a college admissions test, it would clearly seem inappropriate. But if it

were used as part of a test lect persons for employment as bakers, then

the item would at least have face validity.

Rather than considering individual ite the more common approach has

been to c Ader entire tests. Attempted statistical definitions of test bias

have been approached by two basically di ferent methods: those using criteria

external to the test, and those using only internal criteria (Potthoff, 1972).

Methods employing external criteria generally involve use of test sco es for

prediction of some future success. Cleary (1968) has provided a widely ac-

cepted definition of test bias which compares regression equatiens of test

sear s on criterion for different groups. She states:

A test is biased for members of e.subgroup of the.populatien
if, in the prediction of a criterion for which test was designed,
consistent nonzero errors of prediction are made for members of-
the subgroup .In other words, the-test is biased if the.:criterion
score _predicted from the .common regression line is-consistently

o high br too low for- members.of the subgroup.. With this7defi
nition of bias, there may be a -connotation of. "unfair;" particu--
larly if the- use of the--test produces a prediction_ that is too
low.

Thorndike (1971) demonstr ted a test which would be fair by Cleary's

definition may be unfair by another standarcL He has shown that when mean

diflerences bet een two groups on the predic_or are la:ge relative to mean

differenees on the criterion, even when regression lines for the two groups

are equal, the test would select a smaller proport on of the low scoring :
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group than the proportion who actually could have been successful on the

criterion. According to Thorndike (1971) a fair test must select a pro-

portion of the minority group which is equal to the proportion who would

actually succeed on the crIterion. This may necess tate the lowering of

critical cut ff* points for selection for some minor ty groups..

Cole (1972) approachea test bias by examining decision errors for

va ious groups. The proportion of false positives (those with acceptable

predictor scores and unacceptable criterion scores) to false negatives

(those with unacceptable predictor scores and successful criterion scores

should be the same in all groups if the test is "fai
ii

Comparative studies -f these and other definitions of test bias Linn,:

1973 Darlington, 1971) show that the previously mentioned approaches.are

Contradictory. The enigmas encountered in the external criterion approach

have been clarified somewhat by Reilly (1973)..-- A test which may he fair

by one definition may be unfair by another. There ore, a single statisti-

cal solution to the problem of test bias derived from the comparison :f

tests to an external criterion seems impossible.. Considering that the

external criterion,. itself, may be biased (see Campbell,.et al.,1973)

leads one to question this entire approach. Both Darlington (1971). and

Linn (1973) conclude- that statistical solutions alone are not sufficient

solve the- test bias problem--some value judgments must be.made

Darlington proposes the concept of the "culturally optimal test1"-whiCh_

balances cultural different ation with validity and which employs both

-subjective- policy level decisions and empirical-statistical information.._

An al e.nate approadh to the definition of cultu -1 bias attempts

make some statistical statement about the items in a test -without

1 2



'nformation other chan that obtainable from the test items themselves. The

-ethods used by Cleary and Hilton -(1968) Echcernacht (1972

and Ford (1973), Ang ff (1972), Angoff and Md(In (1973)

(1964)
._ essentially co pare item difficulties across

Angoff-

and Cardall and Coffman

Those

-rAtems .which- ate either unusLiall)i. easy-dr. Unusually-diffi ult for one group in..

tion to another group re examined. If many items are unusual across

everal group comparIsons, the test may-be called biased. While these studies

are labeled studies of "item bias they rarely attempt to analyze sources of

Aeviation.-for- outstanding items. The_-attemptilas. been usually-to _eke some-

inference=:about the test as a-whole by demonk rating the existence or-lack 'of

existence of- a significant item-x-group inter- ction. Individual -items are

not conSidered 'in a subjective Sense nor are the possible sources

one- individual item-explored with --any depth.-

Those few papers that do consider

soMe mechanical--procedure

.Given the imp_

of bias

often a empt

ith which biased ems" may be detected .

tance of the use to which items entire tests) are put no

,.entirely..-Meohanical procedure would seem likely to.gain acceptance.. It is

the objective-of the present itudi; to explore the problem of-cross-cultural

-stability-of-test items .with a combined mechanical and subjective -approach

-.in much.the sime way as-Darlington combined the mechanical land subjective

in thin ng-about en-iire tests.. -The procedure is- first,-to compute at index--

mechanically) which is useful in detecting especially unstable items and

thento apply subjective analyses to determine what, if anything, character-.

izes these items. Similarly tems may also be detected because of their

apParentH ability.-. Subjective judgments-are then used to eharacterize.these

13



The procedure used is similar_to that used by Ango-f and Ford (1971).

They compared several samples of black and white students dra-

1970 PSAT (Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test) administration in_Georgia.

conducted for.each- sample 'and-item difficulty cross-

-plo ted for-pairs -f- samples. As a measure of-item x group interaction,

they Used .the co relation of item difficulties (the lower the correlatiOn,

the more the interacti .-.-Angoff and Ford concluded-that the findings

were sufficiently provocative to deserve- mo_e detailed -tudy. :Like the-.

cross-plots of. Cleary_and.Hiltoni,..those of Angoff ..-and:Ford alsojndicated

a number of items :that. appeared .to be-especially .difficult for- blacks..

Angoff and Ford sugges ed a need for studies with larger samples--than those

they had-used. This- retark _f-theirs.le of special. interest:-

Further editorial examination .-of-the items that-were especially

harder for--the blacks_suggested,:aeuneWould exPect, partioUlar

difficulties_ with.vocabulary and-.conce0t6 -pertaining to:unfamiliar.

places and-experiences,. and:possibly. also:to_confusion
meanings:and significances'charneteristic of the ghetto .

The same-kinds f phenomena were disCUssed by Taylor (1971) in an

entirely different context that of speech difficulties) and from a different

disciplinary vieu oint (socio-linguistics). Deemphasizing the importance of

the ghetto, Taylor traced the evolutionary history of Black English and showed

how, because of a different long-te m cultural development Black English is

very different hat is sometimes called Standard English. The position

of Taylor is important in that It challenges the so-called social deprivation

theo y (that blacks simply have underaeveloped language and cognitive abil-

ities) by emphasizing that Black English (implying a language more deeply

rooted than "hip talk") is very different fr m Standard English. Taylo

indicated that there are probably several types of English among

14



living in'the continental United States. Southern_White English has s-- -ong--

similarities to-Black English; however-, Standard English is very:different:

fro either Black English .or .Southern White English. Since it is well known

that white southerners also tend to score lo- on standard achievement tests,

thisobservation _f Taylo_ iS especially-.noteworthy.

- If strong differences exist between Black English and Standard English,

and even amonvdifferent types of American English-, then-the linguistic pat-

terns Of American--Indians, Mexican-Americans,-Puetto Ricans, and Oriental-

Americans Might-be expected to differ as well. Arms rong (1972)._had. members-

of several ethnic groups rate test items as to the degree they believed them

to be biased against their group Within_ethnic gnups, he found surprising

agreement-on Which items were biased. But the itema-considered to be biased__

varied considerably from one ethnic group to another. Accordingly, Armstrong's

research would support Taylor's theory. Armstrong, however, conducted no

analyses of_ data from test administ ations fer these different-ethnic.g_oups--

--A recently collected, and exiensive set.of data has.afforded the oppor-

tunity for conducting the Present study.. ..These data.are those fro .the

National Longitudinal Study of the-High-School- ClaSs of 1972.1 in this

sample of over 17;000 high schnol studentsi- speciaI.attention was paid to-

the problem.of.insufficient numbers of cases for minorities so that-adequate

data were ebteined for analyses relating to Minorities.- With such a-large

number of cases and detailed classifications by ethnic group; region, and

other identifying criteria, these data are-ideal for the study--of the problem

cross-cultural stability of test-items. The cognitive tests used in the

1:--Conducted for the U.S. Office. of Educ _ion by the Educational Testing Service

under Contract Nn. ECr0-72-0903

15
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National Longitudinal Study (NLS)- cover a ran e of.abilities and item

presentation-styles. Moreover, the care with which the sample was,taken-

offers the potentiality of generalization to the..nation as a whole.

An exploratory development of a procedure for computing an index of

cross7cultural stability was conducted. Some characteris ' s of items so,

detected, obtained from a subjective analyses of the items, a e presented..

The possibility of using the same technique, cumulatively, to describe

entire tests with respect to their cross-cultural stability is also consid-

ered. Beyond a brief consideration of the causal factors underlying the

item instabilities presented, a need exis - for generalizations about these

causal factors. It is believed that these generalizations are best attempted

bY those who belong to the specific socio-cultural group to which the insta-

flities relate or by those, such as ocio-linguis s, who have studied such

problems. Accordingly, it is hoped that the ethnic scholars a d others

whom this report is being di: eminated will attempt these generalizations.

16



The Sample

The data used in the p o ect we e recently collected as a part of the

NLS, This study was based on a stratified two-stage probability sample.

Schools were selected nationwide, with known probabilities, by WESTAT Cor-

poration, from universe listings of schools ratained by the U. S. Office

of Edueation. The population was stratified by a set of eight variables:

(1) public or nonpublic, (2) geographic region, (3) enrollment size class,

(4) proximity to institutions of higher educat' n (5) percent miuo ty,

(6) income level of the co unity around the sc oi., (7) school type--

where Type A represented schools of low inco e or high minority classi-

fication, and Type B represented all others--and (8) degree of urbanization.

Altogether, 600 final strata were defined and Type A schools were selected

at twice effe-saMpling rate of Type B schools to produce a final sample of

1,200 schools two from each final s ratum.

.
Within each cooperating sample school, a random sample of students in

grade 12 (or its equ alent) was taken by Educational Testing Service from

lists of all such students provided by the school. Where possible, 18

students were selected. Occasionally, noncooperating students or small

school e rollments resulted in fewer than 18 students being included in

the final sample.

A few kinds of schools and students were excluded from the study.

Excluded schools consisted mostly of schools fo_ physically or mentally

hand/Capped students, schools for legally confined students, and schools

which did not enroll students of their own (such as area vocational schools

having students enrolled in other schools). Included schools were required

to bc within the 50 states and the District of Columbia. Excluded students

'1 7
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consisted of.ear y gradUatis, adult education students, and students who_-in-

the view of their school we-uld be harmed by participating in the study.

The final count of students involved in-the stUdy was 17,726, and these

-represented 1,044 different high Schools of the targeted sample of 1200

-schools.

is
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InstruMents

The instruments examined were- those used in the National Longitudinal

Study Sample. A sample of item-types from the battery and the a

used in responding are included. as Appendix A.

used are provided thugh the Survey Administrators Guide Appendix B (giving

the procedures used in administer lg the test). The sequential order of

the tests, described in detail below, was: Vocabulary Picture-Number,

sheet

Fur her details of procedures

Reading, etter-Croups, Mathematics, and Mosaic Comparisons. This sequence

as chosen because it interspersed the three more conventional and the

three more novel tests, an arrangement that provides interest and motiva-

e examlnees Vocabulary was chosen for the fi st p si ion be-

cause of the inherent simplicity of this test's format and directions. At

the outset, it was behaved that the Vocabulary Test should build the con-

dence of the students in their capability to perform well. Because it

qu te speeded, Mosaic Comparisons was,placed last to prevent any anxiety

that might be engendered by this _peededness from pers sting in later test

sections.

The composition of the NLS battery represented a balancing of somewhat
-x

opposing considerations.
The:primary objective was to :obtain a comprehensive

descriptipn of persons whose backg _unds, ethnic affiliations and socio-

econo_ic_status are qu te diverse. At the same time, the need:for various

measures had to be balanced with the requirement of using a battery of

reasonable length. Lengthy tests are a nuisance to :schools that must

schedule time to administer them and to students who must endure _hem

-thout significant fatigue orloss of interest. For this reason, the

battery was held to 69 minutes of testing time plus 36 minutes of

19



ITime in
Test

minutes

Vocabulary.

Picture

Number

Reading

Let ter

Groups

Mathematics

MoSaiC Coq.'

Section I

Section II

Section III

10

15

Table 1

NLS Test Battery Properties

Limber of

items

Number of

Optiona

Scoring

formula

Formula

scores

Mean
Standard

deviatiOn

Percent

of .item

completed

Speededness- Reliability

Standard

error of

Measurement

Percent

Of Sample

Completing

75% of items

Item

Reached by

80: of sample

15 R-W14 7. 3.b4 90 99 15 .70 2,0

30 10 R-W/9 1E4 7. 1 77 99 29 .85 3 0

20 R-W/4 9.0 4.0 170 2.2

25 R-t/4 16, 5.10 44 90 21 .0 2,3

25 R-W/3 13,0 4. .70 2.3

116 43,5 14,9 .77

56 3 R-14/2 (19.7) 7,6

33 4 R-W/l (13.7) 5.3 1 12

27 R-V/4 (10.1) 4.5 9

Statistics based on:

Sample

Studen s tested ia

April, 1969, before

their entry to tuo7

year:collegeb

Students tested in

April, 1969, before

their entry to two-

year colleges

Students tested in

April, :1969, ,before

tbeir entry .to two-

year eolleges

2,765

2,710

,780

Students tested in

1968, before their

entry to twp-year 1,70

colleges
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rative time for a total of 105 minutes. Table 1 provides a summary

. of the proOertieS o the battery.

An ET8 optical scanning-system (SCRIBE) was used in procefsing the

--test-answers, which stndents entered on a separate answer sheet (Appendix

A). -.This process thus mainta ned a uniform procedure_ with_previous use of

the test components,- -rather than introducing another process variable by

.
hAV'ng students indicate answers by some other procedure, such -as Circling

:or directly marking answers in test books.

To eonservetesting time, some of .the tests usedA- the-NL8 ba ery

wert shorter than the- parent versions from which they were derived.. The

tests-were originally designed to yield reliability coefficients-appro-
_-

priate for use with individual students. However, the tests used in NL8

were not intended fer making decisions about indiViduals; rather, they

were used -ro p measures, wherein the reliability of the mean scores

for var ous samples or subgroups was the_critical_consideration. -In such

-
variance of a mean.is on1T1/N-th the er or. variances tuations, the error

associated with an individual_score. Thus, the tests in the battery, with--

ated reliabIlities ranging from .70 to 85, yield highly reliable

measurements of the Mean. A brief description of each test section and

a summary of its psychometric properties follows.

Vocabulary. A brief test using synonym format consistin of items

drawn from the longer Project Access Vocabulary Test. The 15 items -elected

were intended to avoid'academic or collegiate bias and to be of-an appro-

-priate level of difficulty for-the NLS-twelfth grade-population. -Verbal

-ability_ if known- to--be related-to performance in most academic pursuits

ProfeSsional and semiprofessional occupations Tht.straight-

ard vocabula y synonym test is the best and _ost well-docuMented

2 2



measuri_of this verbal ability. Evidence for the predictive val dity of

the Vocabulary Test is given in Table 2. Median correlations between

Vocabulary Test scores and fir- _erm grade-point averages of students

enrolled in Vario s curriculums within two-year community colleges are

in the range .4. The Vocabulary Test has also been related to

.

subsequent performance in specif-c-entry-level English com-

munitymunity colleges-(Fo d-, 1970) The median correlation represented.between

the Vocabulary Test and freshman English courses within 38 community col-

leges was .26 With a range --f validity .o .08,t .40, depending upon the

spec' ic college considered.

Picture-Number. Consists of a ser
fi

f dtawings of fa liar objects,

each paired with a number. The student, after studying the pictu

pairs is asked to recall' _umber associated with each-object.

-number

test appeared in both-the-CU and Project-Access batteries. -The inclusion

f the-Picture-Number Test .represents acknowledgment of a line o_ research

tha:.:suggests that popul tionS- low in economic status have-relatively higher:

mean score in-assoCiative memory than in other types of ability .(Semler &

tScoe, 1963; Rob er et al., 1968; Jensen, 1969). Further _ecent theoreti-

cal developments would suggest that sUch abilities can be utilized 1U in-

same group (Rohwer, 1971) ,Fire7

dictive validity information is not currently:available. However,

doeq have face validity_based on the references cited above.

ading, Based on short passages (100-200 words) with several

creasing the school aLhievement of

questions cone rning a arietv reading-skilla.-(analyst,, nterpretation)-

bilt foc _trig on straightforward comp-ehensiorc.- -The Reading Test drawl upon-

--items. cif-- par relevance to- inerity group -tudents taken from the



Table 2

Median Correlations of Parent Tests of NLS Battery with Freghnan

Grade Averages Obtain d in Various Corminity College Curricula*

cortelar1ons of CGP tests vittqreshman grade sveragoa btained tn varioue community colle_e curricula*

College parallel 0ccupational7technical Occupational-vocational

Te 8

Lib:

arta

. Sci: &

pre-eng.

Fine

arts
Agile.

. &

tag,
Busin a H ealth

Comm.

arts
Other Mach BUsin s Health

Art

skills

General/

Wel.
Untlas

Reading Median r 12 .29 .21 .31 :36 .39 .33 ,14 .31 .25 AO
I/ Groups 27 : 15 5 2 16 24 7 2 6 4: 3 3 1

3 It

R.e Lov .13 -.10 1 .37 .05 -.02 .01 2 JO: :07 .02 .31 -.04 .17 -.19

' High JO :49 .43 .61 .52 :52 .63 .36 .45 .44 .46 '.47 .26 16

f Sig, r's4 23/0 8/0 : 110 2/0 8/0 21/0 5/0 1/0- 4/ 1/0 1/0 2/0 0/0 1/0 4/0

Vocabulary Median' r ;34 :24 -.23 .22 .32 .42 33-:. :16 31 :30 .18 .23'

Groups 27 15 5 2 16 24 7 2 6 4 3 ', 3 1 3 11

Low :

-6- High
-

t Sig. r
i

a
e

. 61

24/0

-.18

49

7/0

,08

.27

0/0

,42

..44

210

-.20 ,

..48

7/0

-.18

.55

17/0

.33

.69

5/0

.02:

;47

1/0

.18

;44

3/0

1_

';16

1/0

.16-

.52

1/0

.21

.50

2/0

:02

0/0

.10

.29'

1/0

,-.08-,

;38'

4/0

Mathematics Median r .25 .25 .24 .41 .26 13 EN ;24 ;40 -:24 .11_ -,14

I Groups 7 15 5 2 16 24 7 6 4
3

3 1 3 11

Low -.03 47 .10 .16 ,06 Al --.13 .0 '423 .17 .03 :06 .03 i-04 -.29
0

414 High .58 .66 .44 .68 .59 ;51 .61 .17 .46 .46 ', :50 .36 .26 .34

1 Sig: r's4 15/0 9/0 1/0 110 11/0 141 4/0 0/0 . 3/0 4/0- 'i 2/0'. 1/ 0/0 1/0 4/0

1 teat Median t ',23 .24 .11 .14 .37 .01

Groupa : 0 Groups 13 6 3 1 5 11 2 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 )

h Lov :08 -.03 .08 -.06 -.18 .04 -.10 .32 .24 .36' .1 :07 ..29

"age High . .65 .33 .46 -.21 .53 .23 -.43

# Sig. r's4 8/0 2/0_ ' 1/0 0/0 010 9/0 0/0 / 0/0 010 0/0 0/0 /0 0/0 '.-. 1/0 :- ----

,a

Numb r o correlation

x/y

,x . number significant and positivg

y number significant and,negative

above .20 and:lignificant at .05 1eve1; source: Hilton & Rhett (1973)

* Data from 1967-68 academic year ..



community colleges was found between the Letter Groups Test and freshman

gradi performance in occupational-technical programs in business (Table 2).

Mathematics. Consists of:quantitative comparisons in Which the student

indicates whether two'quantities are unequal (and which is greater), equal

or not ascertainable from the information given. This type of item is

,relatively quickly answered and provides measurement of basic competence

in matheni _s while_minimizing the amount of tice required for actual

-computation. -The test is a shortened version.of widely-used instru-

ments but omits those items that tap algebraic geometric, o7 trigouometric

skills. The parent test from Which the NLS Mathematics Test was derived

shows potency in predicting community college coUrse grades (Ford, 1970).

In addition the pred ctive validity of the SAT (Scholastic Aptitude Test) and

ma hematics-scores in the -NLS battery _:y be linked, as has-been thoroughly-

Angoff, 1971).

Mosaic Comparisons. Measures perceptual speed and .accuracy through

items which require that small differences be detected between pairs of

otherwise identical mosaics or tile-like patterns. -A deliberately speeded

tes= lt has threeseparately -timed sections consisting of increasingly ior

oomplex mosaic patterns. Mosaic Comparisons represents ancther of the funds-

-.mental- measures useo in many studies of apt_tudes among minority groups.

Tests like this which represent the spatial/perceptual do ain seem, _ore

_ .

than tests in the other domains considered, to allow students from minority

groups an opportunity to perform better than theymight otherwise. The

Mosaic Comparisons Test, unlike many other spatial/perceptual stanning

measures, is simple for die student to understand. .Its _predictive validi ies

with performance in.occupational-technical two-year career and one-year

career business programs at the- co -unity college level were 8 -and- .42
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respectively. These correlations represent median values across a number

of different colleges. In addition to predictive validity in the career

business area, the Mosaic Comparisons Test has shown a median correlation

of .23 with the-freshman grade performance of students enrolled in college-

parallel fine arts curriculum.
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Method

The sample was first divided into ten mutually exclusive groupings

as follows :

1. American Indian

2. Black or Afro-American or Negro

3. Mexican-American or Chicano

4. Puerto Rican

5. Other Latin-American or of Spanish Origin

6. Oriental or Asian-American

7. Northeastern MI te or Caucasian

8. Southern White or Caucasian

9. North Central White or Caucasian

10. Western White or.Caucasian

Item analyses were then conducted for each group of subjects so defined.

The item analyses were performed using a procedure outlined by Angoff

Ford (1973). In this procedure, the proportion of a sample or sub-sample

answering a given item correctly (known as the E-value") is first calcu-

lated. The p-values a e then transformed to an interval scale by

replacing them with their normal-curve equivalents (called normal deviates).

Because the normal deViates have a range from -1 to +1, these are often

subjected to a further transformation so as to eliminate negative values.

In.the Angoff and Ford procedure, the normal deviates are transformed to

.
delta-values by the linear transformation,-A = 4z I- 13.

It should be noted that item difficulties computed by the above procedure

ignore what are, at ti es, important factors. -One factor ignored is that

related to the position of an item i= a -test. :Items occur ing near the end

2 9
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of a test will have fewer correct responses merely because fewer examinees

attempted them. The greater the importance of time in the test (i.e., the

higher the "-peededness" of the test), the greater the importance of this

item position factor. In the test battery used for the National Longitudi-

nal Study only the Mosaic Comparisons Test is highly speeded. For this

reason only the first 20 items of the second of three parts of the Mosaic

Comparisons Test were used in the analysis. No item analysis procedure,

however, precludes the necessity of subjective information with which to

judge the validity -f the statistical computations. ActOrdingly, item

analyses reported in this study are accompanied by descriptive information

concerning the iteffi- Including its position in the test-or satest, the

ortion of-persons for each group answering the= item .and the item itself,

where test security limit tions permit.

Having computed the item deltas for each item and for each of the ten
_ = .

mutually exclusive groups given above, the next step in the procedure was

to cross-plot the deltas for nine of the g _ups in contrast to a tenth group

(North Central White or Caucas an). For each cross-plot, the group beinp

ined was placed on the abscissa and the delta values for the Nor_

Central loThite group on the ordinate. These cross-plots normally result in

narrow elliptical pattern with the major axis extending from the lower

left to the upper right, very much same way as scatter-plots of pre-

dictive single observations used in correlational analysis. One should note,

however, that the .points in the -plots under discussion represent large

numbers of observations (each point represents two delta values and each

t- value was determined from the total of all encounters with the item

by the group it represents). Thus t is not unusual to find tha_ when a

3 0
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correlational analysis is performed on points so derived, that the corre-

lational values obtained are typically as high as .98 or .99. Where the

two groups being Lompared are very different the correlations will not be

quite so high. In the present analysis, the line of best fit used was the

major axis of the elliptical patterns of points rather than the

regression line usually involved in correlational analysis.

An important feature of the major axis.i6 that it indicates the general

degree of-difficulty of all.items taken together for A _given group. If_all...

items, on the average, are of equal difficulty for both groups being con-

-trested, then the major ax s will have a slope of 1.0 and an intercept

(projected) of zero. If the items in general (that is, the whole test)

are more difficult for the group plotted on the abscissa- then the regres-

sion line will have an intercept less than zero. And if a test-is-easier

for the group whose delta values are plotted on the abscissa, the intercept

will be greater than zero. The slopes of these more and less-difficult

'lines may be different from 1.0.

Cross-culturally unstable ite-s are those with the most aberrancy

arovind the line of best fit for a particular-group. Uslng the symbolr; x

and y to repcesent the delta values for two groups being contrasted and

using the slope-intercept form of representation for a s-aight line,

y ax b,

and b

2 2 2 2 2 2 2
- s + (s - s + 4r s-s

-______L___ x xy_x_y

2r s s
xy x y

With these relationships from Angoff & Ford (197),-

the major axis of the ellipse representing any contrast is defined. The

3 1
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symbols M and s above represent the mean and standard deviation, respectively

correlat n between the deltas for the two groups, and the subs ripts

x and v the abscissal and ordinal coordinates. The perpendicular distance,

-d of each point, i, in the cross-plot to this major axis is given as

yi+
tc-Z+ 1

-n d. - 0 for a particular item, then the item is perfectly stable with

respect to the two groups bi ng contrasted; When di > 0, the

to be more difficult for the group the ordinate than were most other

ems of the same test for the same group. Such an item would be said to

be-positively unstable. If di < _, then the item tends to be more diffi-

cult for the group on the abscissa than were mest other items of the same

test f-- the same group.

te__ tends

3 2



Classification _Variables

Classification variables were used to categorize participants as well

as to indicate fundamental differ:n..:es a o-g groups being-compared. These

variables were obtained from NLS survey questionnaires as follows:

Sex. Sex of participants was obtained from the NLS Student Ouestion-

naire. Those survey students

return a Student Questionnaire could not, of course, be classified with

respect to sex.

E_thnicity. The ethnicity of participants was obtained from item-84

of the NLS Student Quest onnaire (reproduced below). All participants who

omitted the. item or did not return the Student Questionnaire or did not

take the NLS test battery were excluded from the study.

did not respond to this _em or did not

84. How do you describe yourself?

n u

Anwritin Indian

. Black Or Afro-American or Ntgro

Mexican-American or Chicano

l'uerto Mean
Other Latin-Ameeican origin
Oriental or Asian-American.
White or Caucasian

(Circle one.)

1

5

8

oken -ome. The language spoken most often in the home

(English or not English) was obtained from item 88 -f the NLS Student

Questionnaire as indicated below.

88. Is English the language spoken most often in your home?

No

Ye,4

(Circle one.)



--2

Time in Community.. Time in community was obtained from i e_ 89 of the

NLS Studen_ Questionnaire as indicated below.

89. How long have you lived in the community in which you now live?
(Circle one.)

All rny life . . ..1

Ten or more years.. ..2
Five to ten years. . . 3

Three to four years
One to two years, _5

Less than one year 6

Parents' Educational Level. Father's education and mother's education-

was obtained from item 90 of the NLS Student Questionnaire, duplicated below.

90. What was the highest educti onal level each of the following persons completed? If you are no
please give your best guess.

Doesn'_ pply

Did not complete high 'secondary) solitmi

Finished high school or equivalent

Adult education program
Business or trade school

Some college

Finished college I four years

Attended graduate or professitmal chooI for exi nple. law or
medical school ). but did not ii[ta in a graduate or professimml

Oblained graduate or tirufe.oion
Ph.D.. or

(Circle one number in each Colt.

Father or Mother or Olt
male female hroti

guardian guardian

3

4

5

7 7,

9 .
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Paret s Income. Pa income was obtained from jrem 93 of the NLS

Student Questionnaire as indicated below.

93. What is the approximate income before taxes of your parents (or guardian)? Include taxable and n n-
taxable income from all sources.

(circle one.)

hnn $3.000 a year (abou t i() a week or IL.S i 01

Between $:3.000 and $5.999 a year 'from $60 to
$119 a week' . 02

Between 56.000 and 7.491 a y .ar 'from $120 to
$149 a week I. 03

Betwmn $7.500 and $8 999 a yetir 'from $15 o
$179 a week 1. 04

Between $9.000 and $ I 4 I year 'from $180 to
$209 a weeki.

Between $10.500 and $11.999 a year 'from $210 to
$239 a

Between 512.00(3 and S13.499 a year from $240 to
$269 a week

Between $13.500 and $14.999 a year ifrom $270 to
$299 a week)... 08

Between $15.000 and $18 year 'from
$359 a week .

05

07

09

Over $18.000 a year (about $360 a week or more) 10

Community Size. School commthity size was obtained from item 40 of the

NLS School Questionnaire. This item, duplicated below, was completed by the

NLS Survey Administrators in the schools pa ticipating in the NLS.

40. Which of the following best describes the location of this school?
(Circle one.)

In a rural or farming community 1

In a small city or town of fewer than 50,000 iieoiile
that is not a suburb of a larger place.

Jim n medium-sized city i50.004 100.000 people) 3

lo a suburb of a medium-sized city . 4

In a large city I 00.000 500.00(3 ;wide) 5

In a suburb of a large city..
In a very large city ;over.500,000
In a suburb of a very large city .
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fi2-1-ahigns. The four geographic divisions of the

United States, as defined by WESTAT Corporation, were used. The states

included in each division were as follows:

(1) No-theast (Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode

Island Connecticut le- York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania).

(2 ) North Central (Ohio Indiana Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin,

Minnesota, Iowa Missou-i North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska

and Kansas).

South (Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia, Virginia, West

Virginia, Nor h Carolina, South Carolina Georgia, Florida,

K ntucky, Tennessee, Alabama, Miss ssippi, Arkansas, Louisiana,

Oklahoma, and Texas).

(4) West (Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado, NeW Mexico, Arizona,

Utah Nevada, Washington, -Oregon,-California,_ Alaska ..and Hawall



by qa19_E!_

The original sample of 17-726 cases was reduced to 14,828 cases by

the requirement that each case to be anAyzed have both an NLS Student

Questionnaire and an NLS Student Test Book answer sheet. The dis ri-

bution of these cases by socio-cultural group sex, and p-mary

language spoken in the nome (English or other ) is given in Table 3.

For a few of the cases there Was no response to the sex and language

spoken questions and for this reason the figures do not add to the

als in:Fable 3. Within the groups, the distribution of males and

females appears to be relatively uniform. Major differences occur,

however, with regard -to language spoken in the home. More. Puerto Ricans-

(39) said that English was not the primary language spoken in the home

than said that it was (38). A very large proportion of Other Latins

(48) reported that English was not the primary language spoken in the

home as compared to those .who said that it was (56). The same was the

case for Mexican-Americans (214 not English vs. 262 English). For

the other groups, only small proportions said that English was not

the primary language spoken in the.home.

Table 4 shows summary data (means and standard deviations)

socioeconomic variables, degree of urban .zation, and time in community

for all groups and-the total. The White Western group reported the

highest Mean father's education and the Mexican-American group the

lowest. The same contrast occurred with respect to mother's education

-with-White Weste n highest and Mexican-American lowest.- For parents'

wpvpr. Puerto Ricans were lo est. School community -ize.

3 7



Table 3

Distribution of Cases by Socio-Cultural _ -oup

Groups males Females
Home Language

TotalNot

English

Primarily
English

American Indian 91 85 24 151 178

Afro-American 826 1,051 157 1,720 1,895

MexicanAmerican 251 135 214 263 491

Puerto Rican 39 40 39 38 79

Other Latin 49 56 48 56 107

Oriental 93 82 52 122 176

White Nor heastern 1,278 1,499 189 2,603 2,798

White North Central 1,848 224 3,356 3,589

White Southern 1,7c,t3 ,740' 230 3,319 3,557

White Western L023 1,843 1,958

Total 7,291 7,426 1,288 13,471 14,828

3 8



Table 4

Sumnary Data on Socio-Economic Variables,

Degree of Urbanization, and Time in Community

Group Father's
Education

Mother's
Education

Parents'
Income

School Com-
munity Size

Time in
Community a

Means

American Indian 3.02 2.94 4.92 3.24 2.27

Black 2.87 3.18 3.17 4.26 2.44

Mexican-American 2.56 2.45 3.57 3.57 1.94

Puerto Rican 2.58 2.56 2.85 6.4' 2.79

Other Latin American 3.82 3.50 4.45 5.23 2.94

Oriental 4.23 3.80 5.89 4.09 2.49

White Northeastern 4.10 3.71 6.15 3.86 1.95

White North Central 3.98 3.72 5.94 3.41 1.96

White Southern 4.06 3.68 5.69 3.39 2.26

White Western 4.61 4.10 6.40 3.90 2.39

Total 3.94 3.65 5.50 3.70 2.17
_

Standard Deviations

American Indian 1.85 1.56 2.90- 2.29 1..36

Black 1.68 1.73 2.37 2.32 1-.53

Mexican-American 1.55 1.28 2.47 2.36 .1.28

Puerto Rican 1.39 1.42-. 1.61 1.51 1.56

Other Latin American 2.30 1.85 2.75 2.27 1.58

Oriental 2.26 1.99 2.90 2.33 1.39

White Northeastern 2.22 1.88 2.73 2 24 1.26

White North Central 2.21 1.82 2.70 2.46 1.28

White Southern 2.33 1.91 2.89 2.33 1.44

e Western 2.32 1-.95 2.72 2.39 1.37

Totn1 2.25 1.88 2.91 2.38 1.39

allo e -that this scale is _ reversed--e low value indicates a long time

in the community (see page 23)

9
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While these groups differ considerably on variables such as SES

which are well known to be related to test performance, no adjust-

ments-are made for these differences in the present study. Since

each of the socio-cultural groups were selected by a carefully con-

ducted random sampling, these group differences are considered to be

representative of cultural differences. From this point-of view, no

adjustments are appropriate.

4 0



Crossrplots of all. item deltas for each soclo-cultural group, in

_contrast to the White North Central group, are shown in Figures l_through

A dotted line has been drawn in each-figure at 45 ,degrees -to serve

reference. Items falling on or near this line are of approximately

enual- difficulty f:- the. White North Central-group and the _group:to

which it is being-compared. The-solid line passing through:the cen er

the cluster- of'item points (+'s)- is the major axis of-the ellipse:

represented.by these points. If the solid-line fella below the- dotted

groun

it -indicatis.that the battery as a whole was more diffioul_ for the-

hose delta-values are .plotted on the aboissi. In Figure 1, for-

example, sition of the solid line relat-fve to the dotted line indi-

cates that the battery was more difficult for American Indians than for

the White North Central group. Conversely, Figures 6 and 7 suggest that

the battery was slightly easier for Oriental-Americans and for the White

Northeastern group .

the c

result- of primary interest, however, are not those

mparative difficulty of the battery as a whole

-elated to

Rather, the focus

of the present study is on specific items--especially

distance between the item-point (+'s) and the solid line is substantial...

A number of such points may be noted-from-Figures 1 through 9. To provide

a mere'donveniant means for identifying:specific items and for o mparing

them across groups, tables of values of d were prepared (Table 5 through

10), In:these computer7generated_tablea), the d1ts are termed D-Values .

ely, to thesix tests of iationalThe six tables correspond respect
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Figure

CrossploL of Deltas for Afro-American
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Figure 3

Cross-plot of Deltas Fuer o Rican
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Figure 4

Cross-plot of Deltas for Mexican-American
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Figure 5

cross7plot of Deltas for Other La American
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Figure 6

Cross-plot of Daltas for Or ental
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Cross-plot .of Deltas for White-Northeastern
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Figure 8

Cross-plot of Deltas for Wh e-Southeas n
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_Figure 9

Cross-plot of Deltas lor White7Western.
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ITEM D -VALUES BY GROUP

VUCABULARY
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TABLE 6

ITEM -VAL0ES GkO0P

PILTURE-NUMdLk

. . . . ... .
. .

AI AA MA PR a

-0 52 -1.09 -1 09 -1.01 -6.61 MI 0.16 .29 .0000

- 0 3:) 70.26 -0054 70.68 -0.66 0.12 0013 -0.10 0.12

-0.24 ';0.Z 71020 -0098 0.35 -0.04 .70028 -0006

1- 4 -0.46 -0.44 -0 81:-0.0 -0.00- 0.55 0.03 -0.14 0.C6

'17 5 ' -424 0.50 0092 -0.88 0.18 '0010 02 0,26

-0.60 -0 56 -0 5 0.02 0.12 -0018 0.13

-0.30.-C.1 8 -0.57 -0.39 0 0.40 -0 09 7 000
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Longitudinal Study battery used for the study. Each table contains an

item identification number as the extreme left-hand ccl'Amn, and group

iden ifications at the top of the next nine colunuis. The group identi-

fications used are as folio American Indian (AI), Afro-American (AA),

Mexican-American (MA), Puerto Rican (PR), Other Latin-American (OL),

Oriental (OR), White Northeastern (WE ), White Southern (WS), and White

Western WW). Note that the White North Cent al Group (WC) is not shown

in these tables since it is the group to which all other groups are being

compared. Marginal means and standard deviations are also given in each

table. The group means and standard deviations bottom, are useful

in judging the relative ease or difficulty of an entIre subtest for any

given group. The item means and standard deviations, at right, provide

information of a summary nature on each item. D-Values were not computed

if the proportion answering correctly was less than .05 or greater than

if less than 50% of the sample responded to the item.

Vocabulaa. Table 5 presents the values of di _or each group on each

item of the NLS Vocabulary subtest. Negative values of d
i

indicate that a-

-- particular item was easier for a group relative to-nther items in the NLS

))attery and positive values indicate that the iteM was more difficult for

that group than were other ims in the NLS batteryjor the same group.

Table 5 would indicate that Vocabulary items 2, 4, 13, and 14 were rela7

tively easier for Other Latin-Americans. Moreoverth s relative ease

extends to both Mexican-Americans and Puerto Ricans or items 13 and 14.

;To a slight degree, the same could be saior_item 2 but with much:less

confidence. Item 4, however, would appear to be relatively easier only for

Other Latin-Americans and Puerto Ricans. A different 'picture emerges from

(3 3
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items 13 and-14 of the Vocabulary test Like items 2 and 4, they appear

to be relatively easy for-Spanish-speaking groups. But A ican-Indians:

and Afro-Americans also show large negative values for items 13 and 14.

This outcome probably relates to the fact that items 13 and 14 have the

lowest P-Values (propa- ion of sample answering correctly) of _all the

items in the Vocabulary test. Thus, items which are very difficult for

the majority groups, may be relatively easier for nority gr ups than

other items in the battery. Whereas the minorities as a whole find iteus

13 and 14 relatively easy, however, some Spanish-speakiag groups find

these Items and others absolutely easier. A greater proportion of Other

Latin-Americans answered item 2. correctly than did the White Central

group (.56 to 50). The same was true for item 13 .(.36- to .32) and.. for

item 14 (.35 to .30). Th- P-Values are -iven for all items and all

groups in Appendix D.

: Picture-Number. In observing the results for the Picture-Numbi:r

it should be noted that the test is in two parts of 15 items each.

Fifteen ure-number combinations are first presented-on a single page.

examinees are instructed to turn to the next page-and not to look

hack. After turning the page they are confro- ed with the same 15 pic-

on the previous Page, but without the two-digit numbers with

the pictures were originally paired. Moreover, the pictures are

now in a different order. Thus, when one observes in Table 6 for item 3

he Pic _ e-Number

it fs important to know that item 3 was presented second originally in the

picture ind number pairings. It is also important that the picture was

negative D-Values for minority groups,

6 4
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something extremely common and easily identified a dog). A similar

case made be made for items IS and 19, the 3rd and 5th items of the second

part of the Picture-Number test. Item 18 ( -ouse ) had been presented

on the first page as the first picture-number pair and item 20 (a hammer

as the fifth. tN'hat is of perhaps of even cr interest with respect to

the Picture-Number test is that the es as a whole is relatively easier

for minority groups than lre-other tests inthe bat ery used. This is

suggested by the mean Li-Values shown at the bottom in Table 6. Note,

however, that Orientals do not fit the pattern cf the other minority

groups. In summary, the Picture-Number test apps easier or -st min-

ority groups than other kinds of tests, as are items within it which are

presented early in a sequence of picture-number airs ar whIch contain

pictures of common and easily identificd objects.-

Readina. In Table 7 one observes an interesting pattern of D-Values

for Afro-Americans on the first five items. These D-Values ar_ all neg-

ative and most are relatively large, suggesting that Blacks found the first

five items of the Reading test relatively less difficult than the other

items of the battery. This result is especially interesting in view of

the fact that these first five items all relate to a passage about Black

television. Another interesting pattern occurs for item 15 where minori-

ties tend toward relatively large and negative D-Values. However, a look

at the P-Values (Appendix D) for this item shows it to be extremely diffi-

cult for all groups. -The overall average proportion answering correctly

was only 20% -a proportion that could have been attained by guessing alone.

For no single group did more than 30% answer this item correctly. Thus,

the relat ve ease of item 15 for minority groups reflcc-ts only a depression
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in the ease of the item for the other groups. Considering the entire

reading test, especially in tetras ef the group means at the bot om of

Table 7, it does not anear that the test is extremely disadvantageous

for any group or set of groups.

Letter-Groups_. The table of D-Values for the Let r-Croups,

able 8, is remarkably free of notable patterns. This would suggest

tha: items of this tve are relatively homogeneous across cultures;

There is ,:ome suggest4n, however, ot thie type of test may be trouble-

some for the Spanish-speaking groups. The group means at the bottom

of Table 8 for Mexican-Amerieans, Puerto Ricans, and Other Latin-Ameri-

cans are somewhat nigher than the means for the other groups. And for

the Puerto Ricans, in particular, the length of the:test appears

!--ave exacerbated this condition, as one notes an increase in D-Values

he end of the test is approached.

Mathematics. In Table 9, items 2 and 5 provide a useful contrast

of an it,7m relatively easy for minority groups (item ) and an item

relatively difficult for minority groups (it_ _). Since both of these

ems are near the beginning or the test, the speed factor plays a minor

role. In item 2, the "Value of it di es" is to be compared With the

quant v "$1.11." The task is to det-rmine which quantity is greater,

if they are equal, or if the size relationship cannot be determined

om the information gi en or both the White Central group and the

was 7

ex

in the

in-A erican group, the prof

hi

d Ina

nswering this item correctly

st to ite- 2, howeve -item 5 would appear to he

lt f-- minor ty groups relative to the otl

ge [-)Yalue (1 36 ) for American-Indians:!.re battery.

6 6



is especially intriguing. Item 5 of the Mathematics test posed a

contrast between the quantity, "-W," and the quantity, "9." While 85%

of the 0 ienral group answered this item correctly, only 42 of the

American-Indian group did. Given the simplicity of this partIcular

item, what is suggested is that American-Indians in the United States,

as well as other minority groups, receive seriously deficient training

in the fundamentals of mathematics. Item 2, which was relatively easy

for the minority groups, requires a kind of knowledge easily obtained

in evellay non-school life.

saic Co arisons. Since only a middle group of twenty items

from the NLS Mosaic Comparisons test were analyzed (the first twenty

items of the second of three parts o_ the test), it is not appropriate

to discuss these twenty items as representing the NLS battery. The

results do suggest, ho ever, that this kind of test item is relatively

stable across cultures (Table 10). Table 10 suggests as well that the

p imary source of instability is the speededness of the test. Blacks

and Puerto Ricans were must affected by this speed factor (no e.the

increasingly large positive D-Values with item number and the low

response rates for the later items as indicated by the asterisks). It

probable that the instabilities which do occur are not due to the

item type but to the fact that speeded tests are relatively more diffi-

cult for these groups than non-speeded tests.

67
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ussion

A number of interesting issues emerge from the result_ of this

study. While _he cross-cultural instabilities Of soma item types suggest

problems in test const uction, instabilities in other item types point

to inadequacies in schooling. It is thus not entirely clear from the

numerical analyses performed what action should be taken. Vocabulary

items presented in English which are easier for Spanish-speaking per-

s than they are for English-speaking persons represent one example

where the problem is most probably one of- test-construction. On the

other hand, mathematics ite which appear.extraordinarily difficult for .

minority groups--despite an apparent simplicity--indicate that the_school-

ing of most minority g oups may be seriously deficient in mathematics.--.

But the exclusion of such i ems from tests would preclude the dete tion

similar -schooling problems-in the- future.

Nor would it seem entirely.appropriate to exclude a set

,about Black television because these items we e relatively e sier-for

Bla Perhaps all tests-need to have more suCh items and, additionally,

ems associated with other cultures as well. The decision to exclude

or include specific-items in a test is, therefore, a decision far_-removed

fTOM prely statistical procedure; Not only do matters of content

and predictive validity need to be considered, but'also matters of subtle

cross-cultural differences and_the socio-politital context that accomp7

antes them. Neverthejess, statistical indices are especially useful when

pr

mbined Other information. They were esPecially helpful in the

nt study in isolating small groups ems for further studY....:



:
The .instabilities in. the-NLS- Vocabulary,subtes have some especially

_interesting potentialities with respect to:theigroups speaking

a native language. Although a

Spanish,as-.

orough analisia of this possible socio7

linguistic.phenomenon is beyond. the

directions Fe

Scope of this study, some interesting_

research..Can_b_ pointed out.-

Items 2, 4, 13

These-are items,tha

and 14 of,.the Vocabulary tes_ ara of special interest.

:appeared to he 'relatively easier for at least some of

the Spanishspeakint--g,rdups.thsn were other tems in the NLS battery. Item

2 asked for the Synonym for the English verb, 'convaleSce "

response was the English verb, "i-ecuperate.

--
particular kind_or item is that these

"convalecer" and "recuperar," respect

same Iver

The correct

What is notable about this

---haVe_cOgnates in Spanish7-:.

vely. It is 'thus not surprising that

nish-speakers did better on the item than on other items in the NLS bat-

tery. is surp ising that one Spanish-speaking group, OthEr La

ith item 2 than either the White_AMeridans,-apPearS.te haVe .
done- better

_TNerth Central group_or the-White Southern group Of the 60 Other Latin-

Americ ns who attempted the item, 61 percent gave correct responses.

-_compares to .-54 pe cent- and-55per-cent, resPectively,-.for he Whi e North

Central group and the. White Southern group. (See Appendi?c D fi-

of groups*responding to specific items correctly).-_

-Item 13 of the Vocabulary test-A.s similar, since

double cognate (both the stem and the correct option are

also involves a

Spanish cognates

The stem of item 13 was the English adjective, 'impetuous,-" andlthe correct-

option was the English adjective, "impulsive." -The corresponding cognates

im,Epanish are_"impetuoso Items'4 and 14 involve cognates

alse butthese are not double oneS n ea Ch::casn is 4



cognate. Apparently, however, this Small advantage helps.the Spanisl-

speaker. _ The stem in item 4 was,"novice -hich has the Cognate,

"novicio.. _And the stem in item 14 was -"en gm " having the identical

cognate in Spanish-.

Since_not: only Spanish-speaking_minorities but other, minorities

found some of these same vocabulary items relatively_easier the cross

cultural-anstabilities_noted arenot entirely attributable to language:

factors. In items'13:and 14 in particular

vocabulary wordg were = __O

is clear that these

-North-C ntral _ _ _ _

group used for- mparisonA.n computing the index.. Thus what might

appear to be aft advantage for minorities is, in fact- due to a disad.-

vantage for the zajority groups.. That is, even thOugh ma'ority groupS

are usually At an advantage when dealing with reasonably difficult vocab

ulary items, that advantage is destroyed when the vocabulary words betome

ekt ern6-ril7y difficult. To conclude, however, hat vocabulary tests should

contain only ext emely difficult words so as to, improve the relative:

.:Perfo_ ance of minority g oupp is cer ainly erronedua It is perhaps

safer:o suggest that vocabblary tests -ay be especially difficult to

construct such that they:are stable across-cultural groups

If one takesthe view that tests should reveal_cultural differ-

ences as littlea as possible, then tests such as Picture7Number, Letter7-

Groups, and Mosaic Comparisons would appear appealing from the resultS

f this study. But it is also true that such tests reveal little about

educational differences. Reading and mathematics test items of the types

studied here onversely, indi at_ important -ultural and educational

70
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:differenCes haVing clear implications for policy a'tions, If certain.-

oups of:the population_cannot.perforM-siMply taught ari hmetiCal-

. operations,-then is important to know that such is the case s_ that

_educational.programs. can be designed and implemented_ to correct suCh.

problems.. And.if readihg Is taught best.where'.the reading' material

hascultu al- relevance-, then this would -,seem.t have-.important iMplica---

_

tions far educational practice as well.

7 1
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Conclusions

This study demonstrates .. that useful indices -ef:the Cross-cultural.

ability Of -test- items-(aS well -AA tests) can be----reated. Perhaps -further-

efforts: Will :yield better indices than that- used .herein -.The study.als-o..-

shows that pa Purely mechanical or statistical procedureis sufficient-for-

mAing decisiOns abOUt the inclulion or.exclUsion of iteMs. _ oa a parti-OU-

tu

test. An instability across socio-cultural groups -ay reflect a cur-

1 tradit on that deserves_recognition-.

serve to display cultural differences play

In such cases, items which

Pos-,i.tive role other

instances, where,an instabilIty suggests that the outcomes are due

unintended and-undesi ed consequence, these.instabilitiee serve-

o some

no- useful:

purpose and should be el -iinAted-if-possible. kcase in -point'is

Spanish--speaking nersons performiJetter on English:Vocabulary items because-

the words involved may be no-nates more common in Spanish than they are in

English

A perhaps more impor an f the s udy, however,

suggests an approach to the present controveriy over test biasthat

be more palatable to minoritylgreups than current approachea. Ratherthan

,emphasizing predictive analyses ba ed-on external criteria (which

:nay be biased), analyses of-individual-test-_ ems-in-the-contexts-of-their_

use -socio-cultural-diffe

to some recon iliatio

oss-cultural stabilities

tak would. .be

If th new ap

enc and other_subjectiVe_criteria might _lead

issues. After having created tests having opt

_bout the use of exterrgal criteria; the next

_ observe _he_p-edictive,consequences of such_procedures.

_oach yielded predictive- Validities .nat significantlY-below

those Commonly obtained

-tend to'se

less crOs8-culturally stable tests,

psychometricianb as well as members of mino-ity groups.
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Appendices

The appendices following this page are:

Appendix A. Sample- Test Items and-Answer Sheet

Appendix B. Survey Administrator =Guide

Appendix C.

Appendix D.

Appendix

Test Analysis__

IteM PralUes (proportions
respondingcorrectly)

of samples

Itam-Delta7Values (transformed P-Values)

Symbols .used in Appendices .D through

Al
AA
MA
PR

OL
OR
WE

- American Indian
- Black or Afro-American or Negro
- Mexican-American
- Puerto Rican

Other Latin-American origin
- Oriental or Asian-American -----
White or Caucasian, Northeastern United_States

- White or Caucasian, North Central United States

WS - White or Caucasian, Southern United States
--WW-- White or-Caucasianf-Westeril-United-StatesL_J_.

- Number -cases
- No response
- Proportion of sample
__correctly
- Mean-subte sEord--

Menn Total Test score-
- Distance, in delta un

elliptical pattern of points
-plot of itenyielta-values for
a standard-comparison group.-

the major axis of-the
esulting:fromtheoross-:
vgroup in contrast to



Sample Test Ite



GENERAL DIRECTIONS

This_test has six sections. Some sections have more than one part. During the time
allowed for each section or part, you are to work orfiy on it. The time limit for each
section or separately rimed part is printed at the beginning of each section or part,
and the supervisor will tell you when to begin and when to stop. If you finish a section
or parr before time is called, go back and check your work on that section or parr
only.

Your score on each section will be the number of correct ans minus a percentage
of the number of incorrect answers. Therefore, it will not bete your_advantage tip
guess unless you are able to eliminate one or more of the answer choices?-.

ark all of your answers on the seParate answer sheet, as_no credit will be given for .

anything written in the test bcok: Make your marks on the answer sheet heavy and black,
as in the examples below.

70310
P."1"4

Sam le Answers

MFDEEI-

-ure-that the entire box 1- blackened.

_ If you- wish_to change an answer., erase your first ark_ compl

CONTENTS OF TEST ROOK

crion 1: Vocabulary

Section 2 Picture-Number
( 'Iwo parts of 5 minutes each)

Seitiun 3 Reading

Section 4 Letter Groups

Sectiun 5 Mathematics

Sec lion 6 Moktornp
r parts of 3 minute

5 minutes

10 minutes

15 minutes

15 minutes

inutes

-inutes

TotaI 69 rninu



Di etions: Each of the questions below consist
one word or phrase who-Se meaning is closest to

Sample' Question

CHILLY :

( A) lazy
nice

C dry
1 cold

sunny

In order to find the cOrrect
almost the same meaning.
word chilly.

.SBCTRIN

.VOCABULARY,

Time75 minutes

one word followed by five words _ or phrases. You a e to select the
of the word in capital letters.

Sample Answer

ta RI

answer you'look at the word chilly and then l ok for a word below it that has the same or
When you do this, you see that cold is he an wer because cold is closest in meaning to the

(This section of the test contained.

15 items similar to tbe,sample above.

STOP
F YOU FINISH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED, CHECK YOUR WORK ON THIS SECTION ONLY.

DO NOT WORK ON ANY OTHER SECTION IN THE BOOK.

8 2



SECTION 2

PICTURENUMBER

Directions: This is a test of your ability to remember picture-number combinations_ The section has two parrs. In

each part you will study a page of ffteen pictures with numbers_ On a study page the picture-number pairs will look

like this:

er ..udying the page showing both pictures and numbers, you will be told to turn to a page showing the pictures in
iffereat order.

les:

n your answer sheet there are ten boxes with numbers above them for each question. One of the numbers will h

nu:nber that goes with the picture. You are to blacken the box with that number above it.

iumber tha
plc 2

Examples:
24 :II- 44 510[ OE

15 27 34 41 46

DORE
13 19 28 34 46

LJEI 0[21 II

57 65 7.3 77 92

0011111-1
62 75 82 89

7JED-11_:i
58 62 67 7 97EEEII

f a telephon or example 1 you would blarzii the box with 73 above I
blacken the box with :34 above it. For example 3 you would blacken t:ie ox with 46 above ft

_

DO T_Tir) N _RE rOLD .T.0 DO S



SE 7TION 3

READING

lime 15 mmu es

-Directions: Each passagejs followed hy questions based on us content. After re ding a passage, iliouse the best
answer to each question ..ind blacken the corresptInding ,price on the-answer hLLt Answer all questions -following_a
passavx on the basis ot what is stated or implied in that passage.

;i01PLE ITEM:

Of all the forces reshaping the American city, the
most powerful and insistent are chose rooted in changing
methods ot transportation, -Me changes are so big and
obvious that it is easy to forget how remarkable they are.
The streetcar has ail but disappeared, the bus is proving
an inadequate substitute, commuter rad service worsens,
subways get dirtier, and new expressways pour more
and more automobiles into the center of town.

If transit riding continues to decline and if ammo-
bi!e use continues tO rise unchecked, how can the vital
core of thc. City survive? Many city planners say flatly,
chat it cannot. The only sure way to relieve congestion
and preserve the unifying core of the city, supporters
of mass-transit claim, is to get people out of private
automobiles and into public tran' "to move people
not vehicles.-

10 The author suggests that the remarkable changes
in transportation are often overlooked for, which

the following reasons?
---

(A) They have taken place very graduallY over the
years.

B) They have proved to be more effective than old-
methods.

C) They are so obvious that they are taken for
granted.

(I)) They have created new problems for city
planners.

(E) They have decreased cengesoon in the cities.

The author mentions all of the following as methods
f transportation which have become less popular

with commuters EXCEPT

A) the bus (B) the automobile
(C) the str tear (D) subways (E) railroads

12. The passage is pr'marily concerned with which of
the following?

(A) Various factois influencing the American city
(13) The disappearance-of the streetcar
(C) The need for faster automobiles

The growing network of expressways
The effects of transportation changes on the city

13. According to the passage, many city planners . reel
that growing use of d,omob1ies rather than public
transit will result in
(A) the construction of more and more expressways
(B) the deterioration of the vital center of the city
C) (he relief of congestion inrthe zity
)) a decrease in commuter rail-.service_

( E) demands for limitations on_the.use of_ uto-
mobiles

(this section of the test contained
:reading passates with accompanying

questions similar to the item above.)

4

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



SECTION 4

LETTER GROUPS

Directions: Each question in this section consists of five groups of letters with
four letters in each group. Four of the groups have a characteristic in common
which the fifth group does not have. Decide which group is different, and blacken

the space on the answer sheet that corresponds to the position (A. B, C, D, or E)

of your choice.

Note: The, common characteristic will not be based on the sounds of groups of letters,
the shapes of letters, or whether letter combinations form words or parts of words.

A

1. NOPQ

2. NLIK PLIK QLIK THIK VLIK

Sample Quesuor s

DEFL ABCD HIJK UNINVX

ample Arts

.1:1111 El

ERIE
In sample question 1, the letters in four of the groups are in consecutive alpha-
betical order, but group DEFL in column B is not; so space B has been marked
in the sample answers. In sample question 2, four of the groups contain the

letter L. Letter group THIK in column D is the group that is different; so space
has been marked in the sample answers.

You ill have 15 minutes ro work on this section.

NOT -11IRN Tft1S PAGE UNTIL YOU. ARE TOLD TO DO .SO,

--7 ... e

(This section of the test containe0 -
25 quest.ions similar to the samples

abOve.)



Time-15 minutes

Blacken the space on the answer sheet that corresponds to the column which contains the letter group that

Note: The common characterisci_ will not he baced on the sounds of groups of letters, the shapes of letters, or whether
leiter combinations forrn words or parts of words.

A

I. (2PPQ

2 NABQ

3. BCDE

4. FIDBB

5. BLYCE

6. LNLV

7. PABQ

B. CAEZ

BDEF

DCDD

11. BCCB

12. BVZC

ABCX

14. ABDC

AAPP

GEFG

17- ABCE

18. XDBK

19. DEGF

20. FEDC

CERT

BEPW

23. PXCC

24. AFBG

25. AOUI

IF YOU

B C 1)

HGHH TT11L1 )E fv1LMM

PEES R1JV GOI1K CUWH

FGHI JK LN1 MST VWXY

BFDB F3HBB BBJB BBLB

FHG1 ILKM PRQS TVWU

DTFL CLNL HRLL LLW-5

SEFT VIJW COPD FUZG

CEIZ CIOZ CGUZ CAUZ

FHIj FIJKL NPQR SVWX

HGHH MMLM QQQR WWVW

GFFG LNINAL (2RRQ WXXW

FVZG JVZI< PWXQ SVZT

EFGX 1JKX OPQX UVWZ

EGFH 1JLK OPRQ UVXW

CCRR ._ QQBB EETT DDSS_

DCCD STTS RQQR MLLM

EFGI IJKM OPQT MANY

TNLL VEGV PFCC ZAGZ

KLHJ NOQP PQSR TURS

MO DCBA HGFE JIHG

_KMTV FHXZ BODQ HJPR

HITX KNRZ KOSV WRPM

EEQX RXGG IISX TXLL

EJFK GKHM 135QT RWSX

CTZR JHTN PBRL RTV11

STOP
SH BEFORE TIME IS CALLED. CHECK YOUR WORK ON THIS SECTION ONLY;

DO NOT WORK ON ANY OTHER SECTION IN THE BOOK.
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SECTION 5

MATHEMATICS

Directions: Each problem in this section consists of two quantities, one placed in Column A
and one in Column B. You are to compare the two quantities and on t answer sheet blacken
space

A if the quantity in Column A is greater;
B if the quantity in Column B is greater;
C if the EWO quantities are equal;

if the size relationship canno: be determined from the information given.

Example 1.

Example 2.

Sample questions

Column A

20 per cent of 10

6 x 6

Column B

10 per cent of 20

12 + 12

Sample Answe s

LEBO
2. II 13 M

Answer C is marked in Example 1 since the quantity in Column A is equal CO the quantity in
Column B. Answer A is marked for Example 2 since the quantity in Column A is greater than
the quantity in Column B.

You will have IS minutes to work on this section.

DO NOT TURN THIS PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE TOLD TO DO SO.

(This section of the test contained
25 problems following the format
described..above.)



Column A

.Time l5 minutes

A The quantity in Column A is greater.
B The quantity in Column B is greater.
C The two quantities are equaL
D The size relationship cannot be determined from the information given.

Column 13 Column A Coiumt 13

927,343 927,343 Questions 14-15 refer to the folio ing graph.
-9 909 -99 999

Value of 11 dimes 51.11

Length represented by
3 inches on a scale of
4 feet to an inch

A length of 12 feet

4. 46 + 6 47 + 6

6. Degree rise in tem-
perature from -6° F
to 4-5° F

Degree rise in
perature from
to +6' F

F

7. The product of an even
number and an odd
number

The- product of two odd.
numbers

9. Average (arithmetic
mean) of 30,, 32, and
34

2( -4)

Average (arithmetic
mean) of 31, 32, and
33

Cost per apple at a
rate of $0.40 per
dozen apples

-4

COSE per apple at
rate of 3 apples for
$0.10

POPULATION OF- THE UNITED STATES
Millions

180

0 1940 1950 1950

14. Increase in population, Increase in population,
in millions, 1920-1930 in millions, 1930-1940

2( 10)3 + 4( 10)2 + 5 (10)

15 Ratio 1960 population
in millions to 19 10
population in millions

5x4x3x2x1
5x2xl

16.

17. 42 (23) 4- 42(21-) 42(23

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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SECTION 6

OSAIC COMPARISONS

Directions: This test consists of pairs of mosaics, that is, patterns of squares like those found on riled

floors or walls. Each mosaic is made up of a number of partially shaded squares. The mosaics in each

pair are identical except for one square which differs in shading. The vertical columns of both mosaics

are labeled A Eo (7. A to D, or A to E according to the number of columns in the mosaic. Your task will

he to locate, for each pair of mosaics, the column that contai:.s the single square which is shaded dif-

ferently. Then mark the space on your separate answer sheer that corresponds to the letter at the head

of that column.
Sample L.Qtion

A BC ABC

arnple Answer

1. El M

In sample question I, the right-hand and left-hand mosaics are identical except for the center square

of column B, answer space B is blackened in the sample answer.

Sam le Questions

ABGD ABGD
A BGDE AB_CDE

Sample Answers

ri EQI!

MBE

In sample question 2, the how. m square in column D is the one that is different., so answer space D

is blackened in the sample answers. In sample question 3, the second square in column A is the one'

is different, so answer space A is blackened in the sample answers,

three parts to this test. All the mosaics in a single_part are thc same size. liring the
Ehr-!c :mimes allowed for each mint you ilL to work on that part only. Do not move ahead to the next

II you are told to do so. Remember only (me square is different for each pair of mosaics.

. 'RN TDIS PACE UNTIL. YOU ARE TOLD TO DO S

(This s.ection-contained 116 mosaic
diyided into 3 -parts as follows:

Part
Part
Part

56 mosaics
33 mosaics
27 mosa1cs

116
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TO THE SURVEY ADMINIbTRATOR

This Manual has been prepared to help you carry
out at your school the survey of the National Longi-
tudinal Study (Das) of the High School Class of 1972.
The survey is being conducted for the U. S. Office of
Education by Educational Testing Service (era).

The NIS is described in the folder National Longi-
tudinal Study of the High School Class of 1972 and the
leaflet Information for School Administrators. The
project will begin with a survey of students and
counselors in 1.200 sc'mols in the United States. The
Nis needs the Participation of 18 students and 2
counselors (where possible) in each of these schools.
The students will require approximately two and
one-half hours to complete a questionnaire and a
short battery of tests. Counselors will spend 30 to
40 minutes filling out a questionnaire about guidance
activities.

The cooperation of the students and co nselors is
crucial to the success of the NLS. However, you, as
the Survey Administrator, have an even more critical
role. In addition t-) answering questions about the
school and providing information drawn from the
school record of each student invited to participate,
you must see that all tasks are carried out so that the
survey at your school yields the data it is intended
to yield.

-This Manual explains your several functions and
suggests ways to carry them out efficiently. If, after
reading it, you have any questions, please telephone
or.cable ETS. Instructions for communicating with
NLS staff at ETS are given below.

Communicating with NLS Staff at ETS

Please alert the Nits staff at ETS about any serious
problem or question you may have about the survey.
Call (609) 921-9000 collect from schools in the con-
tinental U. S. and ask for the NLS Project or cable
from Hawaii (EDUCTESTSVC). Normal business hours
are 8:30 a.m. to 4.45 p.m. Eastern Time.

Writtencommunications and shipments of survey
materials should be addressed to Educational Test-
ing Service, P.O. Box 2608, Princeton, New Jersey
08540. If you spend any money for a telephone call,
mailing, or shipment in connection with the survey,
send a letter giving the amount and reason for the ex-
penditure to the above address. You will be reim-
bursed_

Preparations to Date

veral, steps have-already been taken by ET'S, by
your principal, and probably also by you prior to
your reeeiving this Manual. If there are any book-
lets, memoranda, or other communications about the
NIS you haven't already seen, be sure to read them
and confirm that all of the following actions have
been taken.

1. The NIS publications previously mentioned were
received by your principal in early March.

2. By the first week of March. your principal (or
you) sent to ETS a Principal's Reply form identi-
fying you as Survey Administrator and specifying
preferred administration and makeup (backup)
dates between April 4 and April 21.

3. Your principal (or you) sent to E-rs a roster of
your students in Grade 12 (or equivalent) and a
roster of your staff who are assigned twelfth grade
counseling duties.

4. About mid-March. ETS mailed an Information Kit
of NIS materials to your principal with the request
that it be forwarded to you. The Information Kit
contains samples of th t? questionnaires, test book.
and answer sheet.

5. A few days ago, you should have received a
Sample Roster containing the names of students
and counselors selected to participate in the sur-
vey and 30 copies of the Student Invitation folder.

If any of the above information was not supplied,
telephone ETS immediately to see whether action
should be taken to correct the oMission. Also, if after
reading this Manual, you conclude that you are not
able to meet the makeup date previously specified,
promptly notify ETS by telephone of the date you
prefer.

Overview of Survey Administra s Activities
in April and May 1972

The following list outlines the actions you will be
required to take during the course of the survey.

1. Become familiar with the aims and procedures
of the survey.

2. Arrange for the release of participating students
from classes so they can attend questionnaire
and test sessions.

3. Receive the Sample Roster and Student Invita-
tion folders; invite students and counselors
named by ETS to participate in the study.

4. Fieceive shipment of NLS questionnaires and test
materials. Return Materials Receipt Acknowl-
edgment postcard.

Supply questionnaires to participating counse-
lors; obtain theU- completed questioniiairs.

5.

6.

7.

Complete (perhapi with the help of the principal
or office staff) the Schd61 Questionnaire.

Administer the Student Questionnaire and -the
test battery to participating students.

If necessary, , arrange makeup session(s) for stu-
dents to take the tests and complete the ques-
tionnaire.
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9. Complete (perhaps with office staff help) a Stu-
dent's School Record Information form for each
student invited to participate in the study.
Promptly return all completed questionnaires
and test answer sheets to ETS for processing.

11. If requested by ETS, supply or ask counselors or
students to supply omitted data; forward these
data to ETs.
If requested by eers, arrange for an E-rs represen-
tative to visit your school to appraise the valid-
ity f the data; assist the visitor as required.

Each of the above functions except the first is de-
scribed more fully in the sections that follow.

Administrator's Checklist

On pages 16-17 of this Manual you will find a de-
tailed schedule of Survey Administrator's tasks. A
space is provided opposite each item for checking off
each task when it is completed. It will facilitate your
work : f you review pages 16-17 frequently and keep

-eeee.

PRELIMINARY ARRANGEMENTS WITH
PRINCIPAL AND STAFF

Once your survey materials arrive, you must proceed
immediately with the detailed plans and specific
arrangements for all of the tasks that are to be

rformen.
e the dates sent to errs on the Principal's

Ee certain that all data collection at
e coer.eleted by the makeup date.

n:ote: e...e.ent way to 1-;;.adle the survey at
s:hool woeici be tu excuse participating students

frem classes aria other duties for a three-hour period
during'which the tests would be administered (while
the students are fresh) before the questionnaire.
Total test administration time is 105 minutes, in-
(-hiding 10 minutes for distributing materials and
reading initial instructions. 16 minutes for reading
instructions for individual tests, five minutes for col-
lecting answer sheets, and a five-minute rest at about
the halfeeie point. The actual testing time for the
complete baltery is 69 minutes. The time required
for completing the Student Questionnaire ranges
frere ;5 to 60 rrenutes

If participating students cannot be released for a
.ree-lamr period, schedule two shorter periods on

ecu,:ye day!, Administer the Student Question-
circ tl!e first day and the tests on the second.

Establish the necessary procedures (for example, the
g of passes to participating students).

You must be able to give definite arrangements
end procedures to students at the time you invite
them to participate in the NLS project page 7 of
this Manual),

5
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You should also arrange for a room for the tes
questionnaire admintrations. Make sure that
sical factors in the room, such as lighting, heating,
and ventilating, will be regulated so that the stu-
dents are comfortable and able to give full attenzion
to the tests or questionnaire_ Tne room should be in a
Incation frree from outside disturbance. The student
should have both hands free to den: with a test book
and answer sheet. If possible, each should have
enough room to read the book and mark the amwer
sheet without having to pick up or shift either one.
Most auditoriums ere not suitable testing rooms be-
cause of deficiencies in the factors mentioned above.

You may or may not need help from the principal
or the school office staff with the School Question-
naire (page 7) and the Etudent's School Record In-
formation forms (page 7). You will be able to judge
your needs after reviewing these materials and the
pertinent school records. Make errangements
promptly for any help you do neeed.

Receiving Survey Materials

This Manual should have reached you with the main
shipment of survey materials. Promptly check its
contents against the Survey Adroinistrater's Control
Sheet. If you find any discrepancy, telephone or
cable rrs immediately. Then complete the Materials
Receipt Acknowledgment postcard ley entering all
required information including the Scleoci Code (the
S.C. number on the Control Sheet) and mail it to
ETS. You should have already received by first. class
mail a large erive;ope containing the Sample Roster
(in duplicate) of students and couneelars to be in-
vited to participate in the swvey, 'Levies of the
Student Invitation folder, and a memorandum en-
titled "Inviting Studelits and Counselors/to Partici-
pate in the National Longitudinal Study." If you
have not received the large envelope within two days
after arrival of your survey materials, telephone or
cable yrs_

Storing Survey Materials

After checking your survey materials, store them in
the shipping container in a closet, cupboard, or safe
to which only you and authorized persons known to
you have access. The test. battery must be kepi. se-
cure to insure accuracy of ems results. All materials
should be on hand when they are needed.

Obtaining the Cooperation of
Counselors and Students

The names of the students and counselors listed on
your Sample Roster were selected according to the
principles of random sampling from the complete
rosters of students and counselors supplied to ETs by
you or your principal. They are not intended to bc
representative of your school or of your senior class,
although in many cases they will be. The aggeegate



mple in all 1,200 participating schools is represen-
tutive of schools, counselors, and students through-
out the nation. To retain the representative quality
of the teample, it is vital that the students and
counselors listed on your Sample Roster participate
in the study. The importance of the NL$ LO today's
youth and to the educational system and the unique
contribution each individual ran make should be
impressed upon all those invited to participate.

Although paiticipation in the study Ls entie-ely
voluntary, it /13 important that the largest possible
member of the wlected students end eounselors ac-
cept the NLS invitation. One of your primary func-
tions as Survey Administrator will be to present the
case for participation and obtain the cooperation of
those invited students and counselors who seem re-
luctant to become involved in the project. If despite,
your best efforts you encounter unusual difficulty in
obtaining the cooperation of these students or coun-
selors, telephone ETs.

Inviting Counselors and Students to Participate

Immediately after you examine the Sample Roster.
invite the listed counselors and students to Lake part
in the survey. The memo that accompanied your
Sample Roster contains detailed instructions for
extending these invitations. You will probably wish
to meet with the counselors to give them an oppor-
tunity to discuss the survey with you. If they wish,
counselors may review materials received from ors.
Distribute a Student Invitation folder to each stu-
dent on the Sample Roster to supplement your own
remarks about the Lmportance of participating in the
project. Let students know that copies of the ques-
tionnaire ere available for inspection at school and
at home and provide copies for this purpose to stu-
dents who ask for them. On the Sample Roster, re-
cord dates of invitation, acceptance, student receipt
of the questionnaire, and test administration. (Keep
the two copies of the Sample Roster together so that
both will show any notes you make on the top copy.)

At. the time a student accepts the invitation to
participate in the NLS, repeat the t4rie and place of
the scheduled questionnaire and test session(s) and
explain any arrangements you have made for stu-
dents to be excused frum classes in order to attend.
Tell each student to bring his social security number,
and several No. 2 pencils to the test session and these
items and his driver's license number to the ques-
ionnaire administration.

COMPLETING THE SCHOOL
QUESTIONNAIRE

The School Questionnaire asks questions about your
school's locale, enrollment, ethnic makeup, staff, ser-__
vices, facilities, practices, and prouams, and also

about certain kinds of student results. Taken to-
getheie the completed questionnaires of the partici-
pating schools win yield a profile of the American
Fecondary school.

All, or at least most, of the information required
for the School Questionnaire has probably been
compiled by the principal or another administrative
staff member. The amount of help you need in CLM1-
pleting, the School Questionnaire will depend upon
the aveilability of such data. Work on the School

estieemaire should begin immediately.

COMPLETING STUDENT'S
SCHOOL. RECORD INFORMATION FOR _S

A StudenrsSehool Record Information form will be
required for caeh student invited to participate in the
study whether or not he actually accepts. (All data
supplied on thew forms will be held confidential, as
explained Is'low.t Work on these forms should begin
as soon as you receive your Sample Roster. The in-
formation asked for ran be drawn from a student's
school records either by you or by a member of the
sehool °thee staff. If several poople work at this task,
you must make sure that all of them follow the same
procedures for researching and recording datL Re-
view eneh form for completeness. Note on the Sample
Roster the completion of each of these forms.

ADMINISTERING THE COUNSELOR
AND STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRES

Confidentiality

It 15 important that completed Student and Counse-
lor Questionnaires be examined by no one except
selected ors data-processing personnel. Therefore,
m-s has provided a Confidential Questionnaire Re-
turn Envelope for each participant. These envelopes
are marked TO BE OPENED ONLY BY EDUCATIONAL
TMINO SERVICE NiS PROJECT MATERIALS CONTROL.

After the participants complete the questionnaires,
be certain that they place them in these envelopes
and return them sealed to you. You, in turn, will re-
turn them sealed to MB.

After initial check-in at ETs, questionnaires will be
identified by number only. One name-number identi-
fication file will be prepared and held in secure stor-
age. The file will contain the names and numbers of
only those students who complete the questionnaires
or take the tests. Names and numbers of students
who do not accept the NLS invitation will not appear
in this file. The file will be used only for adding in-
formation to the main data file. There will be no pos-
sibility of associating any person's name with any
subgroup or with any item of inforenation.

9 9



Counselor Questionnaires

Prepare a questkmnaire envelope set for each par-
ticipating counse/or by entering the School Name.
School Cude. and Counselor Number from the Sam-
ple Roster on the cover of the Counselor Question-
naire and the Sehool code and Counselor Number on
a return envelope,. Give the appropriate set to each
conin4Aor. These questionnaires are self-adminis-
tered. Ask the eounselors to return the completed
questionnaires to you hi t he sealed envelopes within
three days.

Student Questionnaires;

e a questionnaire ermelope set for each stu-
has greed to participate. Enter the Stu-

dent Name, Student Number, and yaur School
Code from your Sample Roster on the cover of the
questionnaire. Enter the School Code and Student
Number nn page 1 and also on the return envelope.

[lave several No. 2 pencils and erasers and a pencil
skirl seller at the ques...umnaire sessAn_ At the session,
distribute the appropriate questionnaire envelope
.kfts in the students. The questionnaires are. 1or the
innst part. self-administered, but you should read the
dims... inns on page I-I of this Manual to the students,
answer any questions they may have. and monitor

romn to maintain order sod insure best results.
the stndents to be alert to the routing direct ions

in till. later sia-tions of the questitinnaire.

Questionnaire Makeup Session

If any students misIsed tlw nnairc administ
t sae arrange for them to attend a makeup session.
a student cannot attend thi,z, sessuin. hr sita.. (im-

piety t he tiewst ionnaire before the makeup dale. f t he
iS likely to need huh, in completing the quest
arrange to be present whet) he tills it out.

GENERAL. INSTRUCTIONS
FOR GI'VING THE TESTS

lL't)r.- the testing -5sslclIl, study the Tiniet;.ble for
Administering Tests al t/elestiontinin.-- on page ir,.
'repare an answer sheet hir each student by entering

the Selsail Code, Student Name, Schnol Name, and
't talent N manlier_

Supplies You Will Need

Wiwit vnit administer tile tests. !mold pr
the 1,4114

A reliable watch inot a stop watch or any other
meelianical timing device,.

A cluck alarm clock size or larger if possible, in
the. event that there is no elock in the. testing room,

100

tThere should always be two time icces in
room as a check to prevent mistiming.)

Several No. 2 pencils and erasers and a penci
sharpener.

Seating the Students

Please follow these guidelines:

Seat the students randomly as t _1 enter the
room. Do not allow them to select their own seats.

In a classroom, seat students in alternate rows;
if space permits, leave every other seat vacant.

In a cafeteria or library, seat students so that they
are at least five feet apart. Candidates should al-

ways be seated so they face the same direction.

Seat left-handed students one behind another in
a separate row or in the last seat of each row of

right-handed students.

if irs with right-hand tablet arms are used, a
lefthamided student should be seated so that there
is a vacant chair to the left for his use.

Regulations in the Testing Roo

PROHIBITION OF BOOKS. RULERS, AND OTHER AIDS:

The students should have nothing on their desks ex-
cept their test books, ansWer sheets, and several No.
2 penrils; they may not use text books. notes. dir-
tionaries, rulers, conipasses. protractors, slide rules.
or other aids of any kind,

ROUTINE ABSENCES: Routine absences to go to the
rest room unlike other absences that will he dis-
etmsed below need not he noted in your survey
rerords. No extra testing time may be allowed for a
routine nbsenee during a timed test. period, and two

ntore students should not leave the room at the
same time. Collect the test book and answer sheet
from any student permit led to leave the room. Re-
turn thy 5MTle test materials to him upon his return.

Problems You May Encounter' in Giving the Tests

If any of the folle wing prnblems occurs in connertion
with the tests, it slumld be reported on the Problem
Incklent Sheet included Ill this Manual. If you need
,more space Oulu is provided, at taeh additional sheet-s
to it. Re sure to indicate thc test section in which sny
problem occurred and to till in the identifying infor-
mal inn. The Problem 1 mident Sbeet will warn ma's
.14' incidents that might affect the dat:s. If you experi-
ence no problems in administering the tests, write
NONE on the Problem Incident Sheet and kill in the
identifying information. Return the slasst to ETs
wan the completed questionnaires and answer sheets,



Gltour PAikaustING: leport all mistimings.
any undertiming Won- xiat dismiss Ow students_ On
receipt of a mistiming rei sirE. 7is will decid if an
overall adjustment of scores should be made.

EmtincFNews: Emergeocies i%alch as power failure.
fire, or any other event that. distracts the qtudents
should be reported on the Poiblem Incident Sheet.
If. in your opinion. the condition is likely to ad-
versely affect student perform:nu-is. move the stu-
dents to :mother testing place. Students slandil not
speak to one :mother during the move if it occurs
while the test administration is in progress. If you
are not. able to cootinue sat kfactorily in Ha. original
location or in :mother location, halt the
tion. and schedule a makeup ses.,don. Telephone rrs
about any imiblerns or uncertainties regardiog the
resumption of testing_

DEFECTIVE TEsr mATERIM Ifa student has a defec-
tive test book, you shoUlh collect it, give him a new
test lx-iok, and direct, him to continue working on his
original answer sheet. On the cover or the defective
test book. print the words nErvcrivv. MATERIAL and
indicate the nature and location of the error and your
school code. Return the defeetive test. book in the
shipment to 1--..rs after tlw test administration. If
student indicates he has a defective answer sheet.
give him a new otie and direct him to write only his
name on it and continue working with it, starting
with the next question or the one he stopped working
on. Report all such instances on the Problem Inci-
dent Sheet.

STUDENT mtsTIMING: If you find a student working
on a wrong section of the test, instruct him to pro-
ceed to the correct section. Record the identifying
information for the student and enter:

Worked minutes on section of

test: missed' the time on Section

ABSENCE DUE TO na.NEss: If a student becomes ill
and must leave the room during the test, collect his
test book and answer sheet.

If he is able to return and continue testing, give
him the same test materials. If he has miwed a sub-
stantial portion of the testing, you may prefer to
have him report to the makeup administration and
work on those sections of the test, he missed, at the
ime the other students take those sections. If a stu-

dent is unable to return to the test administration,
notify him to report to the makeup session to thke
the test sections he missed.

In any case, record on the Problem Incident Sh
the identifying information and the test sections that
are incomplete because of his illness. Enter:

-Left room after minutes of testing.

Resumed testing on or a date or time)."

1 0

01-11ER A student may mistakenly mark
his iinswers on the wruog sect idOl of his answer sheet

io his test book. All sun Ii L'aSt. repined or detected
mild he entered on the Problem incident Sheet by

reconhog the student's identifying iolormation and a
brief explanation. Attach the test hook tit- it is

marked Pm the Prohkru Incident Sheet for return to

Collecting Test Materials

At t he end of the 1,4.'14 ing snssioO, first cidlect the
books and then the answer sheets_ Do not allow a
student to exannne a 1eM book or answer sheet after
it has been returned to you. As yon are wollecting the
test books, have the students check their answer
sheets to nuike sure that the ideinifying information
is correct.

Before going on to administer the luestionnaire or
dismiss the students. count ; nil test tinks'tiscci.

unused, and defective, and contirm that nooe is
-Que.

ii all test materials are in your possession.
iihe;isc thank the students for pinto-mating in the
Nts. Then read the clireci ions for completing the
questionnaire or dismiss the students. Return the
test materials to- locked storage mai} they are ready
to be sent to Krs,

Test Makeup Session

As soon as the test administration has been com-
pleted, advise those students who missed the session,
or wbo had to leave before the end of the session, of
the makeup date and obthin their vonfirmation that
they will attend.

The most important objective of the survey is to
gather complete data from students and counselors
in your sample. If, to achieve maximum participa-
tion, you have to schedule a makeup date later than
the one originally announced. try to schedule it be-
fore April 21; in any case, telephone ETS promptly.

ASSEMBLING. AND MAILING INSTRUCTIONS

Survey materials should be awmbled, cheeked, and
returned to ETS as soon a,.; possible but notlater than
five days after the tot makeup administration.
Check all completed Student's School Record Infor-
mation forms to be certain that a form has been
completed for each student on the Sample Roster.'
Count all answer sheets and all envelopes containing
Student Questionnaires and Counselor Question-
naires. Indicate on the Roster the items received
from each student and counselor. Place all the an.
swer sheets in the single Answer Sheet Envelope.

In the carton supplied for returning NLS materials
s, place the following:



iy of the Sample ic_er

All completed Studen
own return envelope

All Counselor Questionnaires, each in t

envelope

1 School Questioni

All completed Student's- Sch- Bei rd Informa-
tion forms

All completed answer sheets in the single
Sheet Envelope

Any defective test books and
aining anmers (see page 9)

Problem Incident Sheet

Attai h to the carton one of the shipping labels you
received in your main shipment-of survey materials
and send the carton to rrs. Complete the Notifica-
lion posteard and mail it to rrs.

!nIrtj5, ewIt in

book.s eon-

FOLLOW-UP
TO OBTAIN MISSING DATA

T e is Project Materials Control staffwill promptly
review the. returned questiotmaires and forms for
completenms and will ask you to request students
and c.ninselors to supply any information that a p -

pea rs to have been inadvertently Omitted. You will
tait be askd to urge participants to supidy informs-
t ien they are reluctant to provide,

'1'1 i initial Nhtinneitt of survey materials included
supply of questionnaires for follow-up

Wi irk If, however. you should discover that you need
more eopies of any item. please call ters for additional
supp:ies. Prepare a questionnaire envelope set for

102
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each counselor or student who will supply missing
data. Obtain their numbers from your copy of the
Sample Roster. Ask the students and counselors to
seal their questionnaires in envelopes. Forward all
materials containing supplementary data to Krs in
the large (10"x 13") follow-up envelope included with

the basic shipment. ETS will proces4 these question-
naires in the manner and with the confidentiality
provisions described on page 7.

DISPOSING OF SURVEY MATERIALS

After the test makeup administration, burn or shred
all test books except books to be returned to Ers. If
it is not feasible to shred or burn waste materials at
your school, return the 20 test books to ors, Do not
send the books before May 1, 1972. Use the second
shipping label you received with your survey mate-

rials on the carton containing the books..
Do not dispose of copies of the questionnaires or

other rYt.8 materials until ers notifies you that data
collection has been satisfactorily completed at your
school. Questionnaires and Nt-s materials other than
test books may be disposed of by any convenient
means.

VISITS TO SCHOOLS

In uer to toimfirin the validity of the collected data.
Pn's will visit approximately 5 percent of tlw partici7

inning schools, chosen at random, at mutually con-
venient times in April or May. If your school is se-
lected for a review of this kind, you will be tiotified
by telephone and requested to help'witli the arrange-
ments for the yisit.



DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS FOR

GIVING TNE TESTS

Your complete schedule for the administration of the

tests follows. fie sure to read these instruction eare.

fully hek you administer the tests, Al theadmin.

'Orion, mid aloud to the students all directions

in hold face, Allow (tine for the procedure deKribed

do he mrried flu!, lin not depart frnm these direc

INV un 1000cr 000 question regarding the content

onhe tests. This will ingire (NM AN partielpauts

the survey take the tests under the mme conditions.

SWIN) ail students have been admitted nod seated

as direded in "Soolnig the Students' on page ti

this Manzi, distribute an answer sheet to each

tidenf. After the answer shoots hPie been distrib-

Wed, be certain that each student

hos the appropriate MR! sheet

, has a No, 2 pencil

Mee the students lati've had time 10 look at the

anger sheet, tell them the following:

Erick of you will be given a test book. It you do not

understand all of the direction for caeh section,

please raise your hand. Queetions will be answered

between sections hut not ar ler work on any one

section has begun. There will be a dit.minute rest

halfway through the testa. When you receive your

test book, read the
directions Oh the back CORI'

and look at me when you have finished. Do not

turn your book over or open it unOl you are told

to do so. Are there any questions? .

Br re that for eye y apace or
box you III in, the

number on the answer
sheet corrcapond: to the

numher of the question you are answering. When

youll in the bones on the aoswersheet, darken the

ENTIRE hoy, If you change an answer, erase your

test mark completebq
incomplete erasures may be

read as intended response% Do not
make any stray

marks on your answer
Rhea. Remember that dur,

ing the time allowed
for one section or part, you

may work only on it.
Do not go on to any other see

tion or part until you tee told to do so.

Section loccbulary

Find the area labeled SecOon l-liocabulary on

your amor sheet. In your tent book, the section

number will appear hl the upper cornerof the page,

If a small nurnber appears to
the right of the are.

lion number, it will refer to the part within that

section, You will have flve minnea to work on

Section 1. Open ynur test
hook to page 3, read the

directions, and begin work,

I luring theadMinistratirin of the tests, walk about

the won to make taw that melt student is working

on the amomitiate section or pan mul marking his

answers in the approprbile arto tif !he ;met ORt,

Exactly live to Moles later,

Please stop work,

Sledion I J'irl ay.:Vont/ler

The Pirtun,Number test is divided into two parts

of fof minutes each. Such port is f urthet divided

into a t hrepunnute segment for study and a two .

wont fur answering. During the time

allowed for any one sugnont, you May work only

on OW segment, Rend the directions on page .1

silently gs I rend then! aloud. On not turn the page

to begin the test until I tell you to do so,

This iOatint of your ability to remember picture.

number combinations, The kaki has two par16.

In each part you will study a page of .15 pictures

with numbers, On a study page the picture-num. .

ber pairs will look like the examples below,

After studying the page allowing both pictures and

numbers, you will be told to turn too page showing

the pictures in a different OMIT. Look at the follow,

ing examples.

OA put a Haw sheet there are JO NM with

numbers abate them for each question. One of the

numbers will he the number that goes with the

pici Y06 are to blacken the hos with that

number Ow it, tire how the examples are

marked.

The numh,4 that goes with the picture of a tclr..

phone is 73, NI) for mantel you would 'darken the

box with -73 ahoy it, Fa example 2 Yell trould'

blacken the bny with 3.1 above it, For example 3 you

would Woken thy box with 16 above it, Are there

any questions? , You Hill hate time minotrs to

study Part I, Turn to page 7, the study page

Part I, and st tidy. the pietitre,1141111berpairs.

h.XwIly three iliddroh later. oiu

Yin, will hate two minutes to work on pion 9, the

leNt page for Pail I. Torn 16 0age 9 and lwgin work,

6000b later, s.ay,

slop mak, You oil) hir Ihree inhhhes Is

06 Port 'L Tom ro No, II, the stmh page for

Part 3, and studs the pita ure.ournher pans,

Ii throo wool I, tor

Iii(1 !lin,' tuuuu 111111(tie
uork an page 11, the

test Page 6,1. Pan "[um to page 13 ;old ht,gio work,

F Ii ix/ anode., Iaor, .say.

(11j)

3 111111/11),)/

Yil0 ill hoe 13 0000los Is 66eti 60 Seedun 3

Hvgrily, Tom ill flgi" I. in your test hook, road

the diriethms, and begin mirk,

Egautly 17 minutes tay',

Please stop work. Close your
hook and place it 60

top or your answer shot.

Allow the students Apt live
minutes of rest

time, You may pcmot them to
leave the morn,

A short dine before
the end of the rest period,

ghoul the students hack to the teem aed roy:
_

Tato sour seats and get ready to rusonre work,

Seetion Group

Yon will have li minutes to work on Section 4-

Leiter lir000s, Turn tti page IS in your WI hook

34 read the directions
silently as I read them

aloud. Po ton WM tire page tobegin the tot until

tell yoo to do so,

Third lom:

1;aeh (potion in this section
ensign ef flee geoups

of bitch with four letters
in each group. Four of

the O6010S haie a
thoracteristie io e001r100 which

the fifth group does not
have. Peeide whith group

is different and
blacken the Moto WI the answer

ulset tlmt corresponds in
the position A, it, Co It,

or P or your alnico,

Sow The' common
characteristic will NOT he

hosed oo tire sounds of groups
of letters, tlw shapes

of ielierS, or whether
letter continuations form

nods 91' parts of worda. Look at the sample owes.

lions and sample answers.

Quesingi

A lb I II

10, ADO / M.!! IVWS

11ale0b. ,tnoo
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mple question 1, the letters in four or thc
groups are in Consecutive alphabetical order, hut
group DEFL in column B is not; so space B has been
marked in the Nample answers. hi sample question
2, four of the groups contain the letter L. Letter
group 'MIK in column I) 'is the group that is
different, so space I) has been marked in the
sample amowers. Are there any questions? , You
will have 15 minutes to work on this section. Turn
the page and begin work.

Exactly

Please stop work.

Seel kin .;.lfcUlmetnrml les

Turn to the areal of your answer shert labeled
Section 5Mathematics. yi,:u will have 15 mimites
to work on the Mathematics test.

Turn to page, 21 in your test hook and read the
directions silently as I read them aloud. Ota not
turn the page to begin the teL until I tell you to
do so.

Directions:

Each problem in this section Consists of two
quantities, one placed in Column A and one in
Column B. You are to compare the two quantities
and on the answer sheet blacken space

A if the quantity in Column A is grea
B if the quantity in Column B is grea er:
C if the two quantities are equal;
D if the size relationship cannot be determined

from the information given.

Look at the sample q e-
answe s.

EXAMPLE I

EXAMPLE 2

Samp e

Column A

percent of 10

6 X 6

2,

ple Anst

1L\-1

ar,i sample

column 13

10 percent of 20

12 + 12

-Answer C is marked in example 1 since the quantity
in Column A is equal to the quantity in Column B.

Answer A is marked for example 2 since thequan-
- in column A is greater than the quantity in

Column B.
You will have 15 minutes to work on this section.
Are there any questions? Torn the page and

begin work.

Exa ly 15 minute-. later. s;

Please stop work.

11 ma ir

Turn to page 25 in your test book and .read the
directions for Section Mosaic Comparisons
silently as I read them alc

Directions:

This test coflists of pairs of mosaics, that is,
patterns of squares like those found on tiled floors
or walls. Each mosaic is made up of a number of
partially shaded squares. The mosaics in each pair
are identical except for one square which differs in
shading. The vertical columns of both mosaics are
laheled A to C, A to D, or A tO E a'ecording to the
number of columns in the mosaic. Your task will
be to locate, for each pair of mosaics, the column
that contains the:single square which in shaded
differently. Then mark the space on your separate
answer sheet that corresponds to the letter at the
head of that column. Look at Sample Question 1.

Sample Question Samp e Answer

In sample question 1, the right-hand and left-
hand mosaics are identical except for the center
square of Column II, NO answer space B is blackened
in the sample answer. Look at examples 2 and 3.



!plc Questions

AHGO E ABCDE
.Pr IL A

lc
k-4t7

Sample Answers

In sample question 2, the bottom square in Coluonn
1) iN the one th-t is different, so answer space D is
blackened in th sample answers. In sample
question 3, the second square in column A is the
ono that is diffrnt, so answer spac A is blackened
in the sample answers.

There are three parts to this test. All the mosaics
in a single part are the same size. Ihoring the three
minutes allowed for each part, yOu are to work on
that part only. Do not move ahead to the next part
until you are told to do so. Remember only one
square is different for each pair of mosaics.

Are there arty questions? You o ill have three
minutes to work on Part 1. Turn to page 27 and
begin work on Part I on vOur answer sheet.

Esaef IV three MIMI! 1,s later, I

Stop oork. You will have th olinolvs to viork
tin Poort 2. Turn to page 30 and begin work on
l'art (in your answer sheet.

Iy th minutes later, say:

work, You tt ill have throe tnio
on Part 3. Turn to page :12 and begin work on
Part 3 on yoor amo%er sheet.

Exactly throe mows later,

Please stop work.

Collect test materials

DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS FOR
ADMINISTERING THE
STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

When all students have bLvn admitted and seated as
directed in -Seating the Students- on page t4 of this
Manual, make certain that each student has the
copy of the questionnaire and the return envelope

you have prcloared hor him. Then read the explana-

tion exactly as it is printed.

The only right answers on this questionnaire are
those that reflect your own goals, experiences, and
attitudes in no case will the answers of individual
students be singled out. The results, in the form
of statistical summaries, will bc used for research
purposes only. If you are uncertain about any
question, please raise your hand and I will try to
help you understand what is'asked for. Read the
directions inside the front cover silently as I read

them .alootd.

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER. If you have
security number, enter it in the spaces provided
on the inside front cover....

Dircri imts

This quest iou naire is divided into sections of
questions. All students are aSked to start by
answering questions in the sections lettered A,
11, and C. Then you will be asked to follow the
directions to answer questions in the sections
that apply to YOUR particular plans for the
yar after you leave high school.

Read carefully ALI. directions for each question
you answer. It is important that you follow

these directions carefully,

When you are asked to circle a uiiitither, please
make a heavy black circle. Look at the eXOMple.

What grade are you in?

Gra( = 9

Grade 10
Grade 11
;rade 12

1 .

Circle as Many utombers as the directions Judi.
or tondo question you answer.

Completely erase any answers you to

change.



When you have completed the questionnaire,
put it in the envelope that has been given to you
and seal the envelope. No one at your school will
See or road your answers.

This questionnaire is not a test. You may omit
any question that you or your parents would
consider objectionable.

On page 1 riter tbe following:

SEN. circle the appropriate number to indicate
your sex, .

DATE OF BIRTH. in the spaces provided, enter
the numbers indicating the month, the day,
and year or your birth, .

Now tell the students to fill out the questionnaire
on their own.

TIMETABLE FOR ADMINISTERING
TESTS AND QUESTIONNAIRES

Listed below is a suggested timetable for admin-
istering both the tests and the questionnaire at a
single session. Even though vial administer the tests
and the questionnaire on two consecutive days. ynti
should find this schedu lwlpful. Note that when
both tests and questionnaire are administered in a
single session, it, is advisable to give the tests first,
but if twn separate sessions are necessary. the tines-
I i(mnaire should he administered in the first sessinn.

m. Distribute test materiab-i.

9.1 Read instructions for Vocabulary Test.

Begin Vocabular Test.

9:16 a m Read instructions for Picture-Number
Test.

9:18 a.m. Begin Picture-Number Test

9:28 a.m. Read instructions for Reading Test.

9:30 a.m. Begin Reading Test.

9:45 n.m. Begin five-minute rest break.

9:50 a.m. Reassemble students_ Read instructions
for Letter Groups Test.

9:54 a.m. Begin Letter Groups Test,

10:09 a.m.

10:13 a.m.

10:28 a.m.

10:31 a.m.

10:40 a.m.

10:45 a.

Read instructions for Math ies
Test.

Begin Mathematics Test.

Read instructions for Mosaic
Comparisons Test.

Begin Mosaic Comparisons Test.

Stop testing. Collect answer sheets and
test books.

Begin 10-minute rest break.

10:55 a.m. Reassemble students. Distribute
Student Questionnaires.

11:00 -12:00 Students complete questionnaires, seal
them in envelopes, and turn them in.
(There is no need, for survey purposes,
for a student to remain after he has
completed and turned in his question-
naire.)



ADMINISTRATOR'S SCHEDVLE OF TASKS

This sevtiot of the Manual is designed to help you keep track of the tasks you have to carry out to complete

your school's part in the National Longitudinal Study. Tasks that are not self-e7-planatory have been

described in the preceding pages.

Cheek
when

completed IVLS Deadline

Upon appointn_ent

Upon appointment

Task

1. Confirm that the following have been compiled and sent to

ETS V ia the Principal's Reply form:

a. List of your school's students in grade 12 or equivalent

h. List of staff Members who perform twelfth-grade counsel-
ing functions part- or full-time

c. Preferred date and makeup date for da collection

2. Rem_ t he folder National Longitadinal Study of the High
School Clo...s uf 1.972 and t h e lealh.tt Information for School
Administrator4 ReView all other materials.

Atm It mem 3. Review the Information Kit sent to yotir principal.

Irpon.receipt of'
I{oster

receipt of the
Sui-vey AilininiA rotor's

Sheet

II if if the slopment

1 ,1., 1111.

1.[Hirt rucr1111 itt
S:ItItidc 'foster

vitc listed tounsciurs to take part in the survey On the
appointed date. Distribute invititf ions to students on the list

and obtain their agreement to participate.

5. tify the jti.tiii at your shool who usually receives
packag-, to expect the Ni.s shipment and to inform .oti
when it arrives.

Check the ,hipment, I nir shipment is incomplete, call

rt-,s collect immediately. l'omplete the Materials Receipt
Acknowledgment postcard :Intl return it to rrs. Store the

viterials with core.

ihle 7 Arrange tor a room tor th ;icitiiititstrat ion of the stion-

nave and test,

,131111 1iN 110r.SIble,

I tier than the spe, died
teakeiiii date

th ;Is 11Vtlivti frill sulloiri office stall'.....nnipiae'
Student's School Iteco..d Infortruttion form tor . each

student till, tell (1) participate.

t'oniplete I he School Quisfjiiitiuiri wit li assist atli.v as needed

Inuit principal or school htpAT,

is pi In. Record Illy moldier and Intuit of i tthi student participant on
a Student (biestionnatre. envelope. answer sheet and stu-
dnt's Si hool Itecord Information form. liecord the identi-
fying information for each counselor tiarticipant on a
Counselor (2uestionnaire and envelope.

1 8



5 as tis,ilile

On specified dz

11 Distribute ttit'stilIi ires and envehipes ion 1;VIiich you have

recorded the appropriate identification; to participating
lors and ask them to return the questionnaires to you

ithin t hr t is .

12. Adminis t h tideiit iormaire.

On specified akeup date 13. IF iiiveNsar . Administer the Student Questionnair tu stu.
dents who did mt II hnd I ill earlier itIr't iimnaire stssion.

On spc Ati I date I l G1 I lie est

.iperified makeu-t di 15. If necessary. give the
the earlier test seI ill

*st students wh- di( ot. titen

After each 1 ini at ion M. ('omplete the Problem liwith t Slupt

Prior to mailing

Af ter niakeu ndniii istration

As on as possible but not
:later than five.days af ter the
!naked)) ad mi nist rat ion

Check all cm
forms_

pl t d Student'. -1 I r Inform ion

18. Completv_the Sample Roster form.
minws ut" t host counselui-s st rah

I kip:Ile.

19 Place the following in
materials to yrs:

Sealed e v

I art n

aw t thrnugl tht
il who did not -r

witted for ret_urn of

mtaining Counselor Questionnaires.

Scaled enveliq -taining Student Questionnaires

AnsWer Sheet Envy, ; mtaining teA answer shee

Student's School Rev rd Information forms
of Quest ionna ire

One copy of Sample 1

Problem I rwident Sheet
-st books and

questions (if any)
t aining answers to

t_

As soon as irossible but n 20. Mail I e car I

later than five days after the mail' ETS.

makeup administration

pl ) the N tsteard and

After makeup administra ion y the test booklets.

Whei-i contacted 9 Assist. ET in- rollo up missing data.-

II ted 2:1. Arrange or a projec sta1 lienther visit the -I at a
mutually convenient, t m April or May.

When no led by P.-rs_that 1 e oy all remaining urvey materials.

your data collection has
been completed

17
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NATIONAL LONGITUDINAL STUDY OF: THE HIGH SCHOOL CLASS OF 1972:

UEE

ances Swinefo d

The_test battery, Form UEE,:that provides par.t of the data collected

:national longitudinal stUdy of the educational and'career progress of a carefully

'designed probability sample of 1972 high-school seniors was administered in the

spring of 1972 te 15,863 students, 15596 of whom became the-final working sample,

for the study.- The test outline is as follows:

1. Vocabulary (5 inut _)

2. Picture-Number
Part 1. (study 3 minutes, test 2 minutes)

Part 2. (study 3 minutes, test 2 minutes)

3. Reading (15 minutes)
4. Letter Groups (15 minutes)

5. Mathematics (15 minutes)

6. MosaicComparisons
Part 1. (3 minutes)

Part 2. (3 minutes)

Part 3. (3 minutes)

Eleven scores were obtained for each student:- -a total score on each _of

the ix sections and-the score on eacl pa t of-Section:2 and:Section-6

Total_Group

15,863 national sample of high-school seniors.

Sample

NOTES ON PRINCiPAL FINDINGS

1-,955 taSes-alightly mer6 able than total group:(but see:te$:t)..

-Apprriatenessof Test-to Group..

-All distributions-Cover-effective score. range. Letter

-.better at low end than-at high-end of score scale.

EtiiAlIALLK

Estimates of ,784 for:Vocabulary-,-:.S45 for PictUre7Number, .797 for Readin

.861 for Letter Groups .866 for Mathematics, and, probably, abo-ut .90 for Mosaic

Comparisons.



Speededness

-2-

'Vocabulary, Reading, and Mathematics probably not unduly speeded.
Evidence of some degrge of Speedednvss in Letter Groups. Speededness not'

meaaurable for Picture-Number.- Mosaic Comparisons are speed tests, as
intended.

an IteT_aftiSIAlLY.

:Mean deltas of1.2.8 for Vocabulary, 12.14or Reading, 10.4 for Letter7
.GrOups,- and 11.7 for Mathematics jleltas-considered notappropriate for use
withsuch tests as Picture-Number and Mosaic Comparisons. Middle7difficulty
reference values are, 12.0 for 5-ohoice items (Sections 1, 3, 4) ind 11.7 for

'.4-chaice iteus (Section 5).

an --Bise orrelat

Means of .63 for Vocabu ary, .:58 for Reading, .65 for Letter G
and 61 for:Mathematica.- Criteria are corresponding total scores.

TOTAL-GROUP STATISTICS

Frequency distributions of nine scores that were obtained for the

total group are presented on pages A to E.' The part scores for Picture-Number

are_not included, on these pages, since_they were not among thereported:scores,

1 the'scores extend over a wide range, from less than zero to:maximum possible

values.: If a-;test were of middle4ifficulty for this group except for speed

tests), the mean wourd approximate one-half of the number of items. Vocabulary

:appears:to beHsomewhat difficult; Letter Groups,:quite easy; and Reading and

Mathematics, nearmiddle difficulty for the group. Picture-Number and,the

MosaiC Comparisons tests are speed tests whose difficulty can not be judged'

in-the sane way as that of power tests.

SAMPLE STATISTICS

-Asytematic-samp e of_ 1,955_cases was-drawn for detailed analysis.

Far-this purpose;n0,-record was accepted if one or more sections,had been-left

blank for any reason This restriction,is more likel)i to'eliminate



students than the able ones, and the analysis_ Jample is indeed little more able,

on Zhe average, than the retal group, as is apparent from the score date for the

power tests, given below. Since the total-group scores were recorded to three

eimal.places and the sample scores were rounded to the nearest whole numbers,

ith those ending in .5 rounded to the next higher integer, a value of 0.125 has

been added to the total-group means for Vocabulary, Reading, and Letter Groups in

order to make them comparable with the sample means.

Vocabulary ..

,Reading ...........
Letter Greups ......
Mathematics

Sample Total Group

Mean. S.D. -Mean S.D.

6.28 4.22 6.14 4.16

. 9.71 :5.15 9.45 5.12

16.19 :_,5.96 15.92 6.01

12.53 7.47 12.25 7.43.

The mean differences for Reading and Le ter Groups are statistically

significant at the 5 per cent level of, confidence but:the aetual differences are

considered small from a practical point of view.

Estimates of the reliability of mast of the scores are given at the top

of page F. Those for Vocabulary, .784; Readine, .797; Letter Groups,- .861; and

MathemetieS, .866 were computed 4y che KudereRichardson formula (20) adapted for,

use with ReKW scores. Internal estimates, such as those pravided by:the

euder-Riehardson procedures are not appropriate for use with speed tests. The

best estimate: of the reliability of each part of'PictureeNumber is the correlati n

hetween them, .726. The reliabil ty of their sum was_computed by the

reliabili = 1 -
variance
variance '

where the --tor variance is the sum of the squared standard er ors of measurement

of the 15-item parts ahd the _totaL variance is the variance of the 30-item total

score, The resUlting reliability estimate is 845.- NO attempt hAs been made to

assess the reliability of the three Mosaic Compar son tests, for they differ

from ene anothei with respect to both comp exity ef items and number of items.

Correlations between any two may well underestimate the reliability of

The reliability ' of any One of them is probably no .lower than '.75 and p

Mach higher. The rciiability of their sum is probably about .90.



ercorrelatibris amonk.lail, eleven scores are.. p esented in the middle

portion of page F. The six correlations aMong- the- four-..p werteats- range-from

.496 between:Vocabulary and Letter Groups to ,686_.between Vocabulary and Readink.

The-correlations amonuthe three parts,of Mosaic Comparisons are ..74 between

Parrs 2 and,3, .68 between.Parts 1 and 2 and .58 between Parts 1 and 3, which

are the most dissimilar pair. It is not possible to judge the Picture-Number test

with respect to its power and:speed characteristics. Its correlations.,with the

_power tests are .292, Vocabulary; .355-, Reading; .451, Letter Graups; and .423

Mathematics, and its correlations with the three parts of MoSaic.Comparisons a e

.318, .364-, and .352. Thus,l-on the average, it is more highly correlated with the

er scores than with the speed scores, but:the difference is extremely small.

Data

at least 80 per cent of the group reach the last item and if virtually every

one reaches at least three-quarters of the items, speed may be "considered an

unimportant element in the score. The data for Vocabulary, Reading and Mathemati

satisfy the first of these somewhat arbitrary criteria of an uhspeeded test, but

'ng to speededness are given at the bottom of page F.

none satisfies the second. There is evidence of some speed in Letter Groups, since

the last four items were reached by less than 80 per cent of the sample. The data

for the Mosaic Comparison tests show all to be highly speeded, eel intended. The

Picture-Number tests present VW0 difficulties: first, it is not possible to

evaluate the timing allotted to the study periods, and, secondly, it can not

reasonably be assumed that an examinee would record his responses in item-number

order--on the contrary, it is perhaps more likely that-he would first pick out

the items that he best remembers and then go back to those about which he is less

certain. For this reason it has been decided not to report speed data for this

test.

Special score data are presented on pages G to 0, which include frequency

distributions of the number of items answered right, answered wrong, omitted, and

(except Picture-Number) not reached and two-way distributions of Score versus Ri-W.

An unspeeded test would be expected to have a low NR mean and standard deviation

and a high proportion of entries in the right-hand columns of the two-way table.

A speed test, on the other hand, would have a high MR mean and standard deviation

and a high proportion of entries along the main diagonal of the two-way table.

Vocabulary, Reading, and Mathematics (pages G, J, and L espectively) have the
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characteristies of an unspeeded test. In _the .caae- -ef-.Letter.'Groups (page_ K), the--

NR data ere.loW.enough- to suggest_ that.- the test ia.hot speeded-,. but...the.dropping

.out dyrough the . last.five items,- already noted, and the configuration .of. entries ..

near-the upper end of'the- printiOal diagdnal strongly suggest thate substantial

proportion of the.group would hava-increased -their scores if they- had been -giVen:

. -more time.

The speed tests, Mosaic Comparison (pages M, N, and 0

exhibit the typical speed-test characteristics. Each NR mean exceeds the Score

meanand each NR standard de*iation differs little _from the Score standard_:-

deviation:. The mean number of errors is only 0.87_for Part 1, 1.11 for Part 2,

and 1.36 for ?art the slight increase consistent with the increasing complexity

he Item type, and the mean-number of omissions is even lower: 0.25,0.12,

nd 0.13.

The conf gurations of entries in the two-way tables for the Picture

ber tests (pages H and 1) resemble_the typical speed-test configuration. ,But

1 this case failure to respond may well be more:a funetion of memory than a

function:.of timing. The R distributions are-Auiter unlike the R distributions

for Mosaic Comparisons-. Each has-its modal value. at 15, .the-maximum possible

score7-a strong hint that speed is-not a prominent element.

probably-approximate7zero-,--and-

marked at random, the resulting score would

he_chances arL 99 out-of 100-that wciuld lie

below the dashed line:drawn near the bOttom o- the wo--7-way table Per cents of

scores on the several tests that are within the chance area defined in this manner

4re more than 34 For Vocabu ary, less than 5 for_ each part of Picture-Number,

about 22 for Reading 6 for Letter Groups nearly 24 for Mathematics, and no more

than 5 for any part of Mosaic Comparisons. The right-hand columns of .the Mosaic

Comparisons tablesonsistently contain Scores for a few individuals who:succeeded

in reach ng the end with a high degree of accurIcy And a handfUl of individuals

the latter examinees

to reach the end withoutfailed

due r

.-.task pa

in the chance area-.

to understand the direct

rd

One wonders whether

felt constrained

ad. some '7ual deficiency that made the



statistics are sunmarfzed on page P. At the top of the page

a e frcquen.. distributions of the difficulty index, delta. 'The numbers:in the

tub of the table indicate the range within which delta usually lies. The

middle-difficulty value (a useful reference point) varies somewhat with the

, number-of options per item.- For-a 5,choice item such as those cf Sections 1,

3, and 4, it is about 12.0, and for a 4-choice item (Section 5), it is 11.7-.

Not, only_is the Vocabulary mean delta as much

dif fic-1

as 0.8 higher (harder) than middle

but'also only three items-are east rthan-this---referenceAralue,-

findigg that explains the large proporti,... of Vocabulary scores that are within

the chance area.

. The Picture-Number -tes can best be_ considered as a

group of high-school seniora-can

uni

in two minutes recall with better than 50 per

rcent-accuracya-set,of.,15=suehltems_immediately7..aer_three.minutes.:OfJ.study

For.this reason informatiOn..about individual items has not been-included. -.

The mean deltas of 12.1 for- Reading.and 11.7.for.Mathematics show

--both tests to be of middle (Afffeulty for this-group. The.-very easy. Letter Group

.test has a mean delta of 10.4, which is 1.6 delta points below the middle-difficu

reference-value.

Each-pa t of-Mosait Comparisons is a speed test-in the sense. that

'almost every item answered was answered correctly, and few items were omitted.

.Consequently, item statistics are not reported for these tests.'

At the bottom of page P.are distributions of the biser a. correlations

item scores with criterion scores. The criterion for the items in a column

is the score on the section indicated at the head of that column. As one might

xpect when .the group consists of a grade at high7schoolTlevel, without selection

on any basis,- these correlations are high-. Mean,values range from .58_for Reading

to 65 for Letter Groups Few coefficients are in:the ,40's,:and only two are in

the .30's. It should also be noted that there may be a noticeable spurious effect

correlations for Sections 1 and 3, because each item is a substantial part

criterion.: When there are 25or more items in a criterion,- the

spurious effect in the correlation between-one of the'items-and the total ts

relatively small and may be ignored for practical purposes.



TEST- ANALYSIS REPORT FORM

Test NatLonil Lonvtudinal Study, Subjebt

Taken by Grade 1 student

_Vocabulary

e

X

Standard
Score

15

14

13

12

ii

10

9

8
7

6
5
4
3

1

0
- 1

- 3

342

575
720

208

786

932 -

1208

1318
622

1414

1544
1597
1550
639
1046

772

385

176

29

586 3

Percentile
Rank of

Lower Limi
of Interva

97.6
94.2
89.7

88.4
83.4

69.9
61.6
57.7
48.8
39.0
29.0
19.2
15.2
8.6

3.7

1.3

0.2

0.0

Raw
Score

30

28 - 29

26 - 27

24 25
22 - 23
20 - 21
18 - 19

16 17

14 - 15

12 - 13
10 - 11

8 - 9

6 - :7
4 - 5

2 - 3

0 - 1

- 1

Pro

Form LIRE

Date Spring 1972"

ect 825 50

Picture-Number

Standard
Score

Percentile
Rank of

Lower Limit
of Interval

953
1156
973
920
1068

94.0
86.7
80.6
74.8
68.0

1143 60.8
1166 53.5

1312 45.2
1260 37.3
1301 29.1
1201 21.5
1052 14.9

886 9.3
.681 5.0

492 1.9

250 0.3
47 0.01
2 0.00

15863

0
X

6.02

16

5.64

(15 items)

Conver_ on Data

conversion.

1 1

. 16.76

8.13

o

Id 16.64

(30--.1tems

Converelon Eata

No conversion.



TEST ANALYSIS REPORT FORM

Test Nation
UEE

Taken by Grade 12 udents

Project 825 Job

Letter Groups

50

Standard
Score

ercent le
ank of

Limi
Interva

20

19

18
17

16

15

14
13
12

11

10

9

8
7

6

5

4

2.---

117

312
572

88
740
1071
1166
1275

318
1167
1275
1206

1179
401-
994
957
802

705
260
504
395
209

107

19

18
6

99.3
97.3
93.7
93.1
88.5
81.7
74.4
66.3
64.3
57.0
48.9

41.3
33.9

31.4
25.1
19.1
14.0
9.6
7.9

4.8
2.3
0.9
0.3
0.2

0.04
0.00

Raw
Score
X

tandard
Score

Pe: Ile
of

-er

Interval

24 - 25

22 - 23

20 - 21

18 - 19

16 - 17

14 - 15

12 - 13

10 - 11

8 - 9

6 - 7

5

2 - 3

0 - 1

- 4 3

- 6 5

981
1792
2547
2448
1709
1592
1162
1075

901
493

526
246
243

, 121
19

8

5863

93.8
82.5
66.5
51.0
40.3
30.2
22.9
16.1
10.4
7.3

4.0
2.5

0.9
0.2

0.1
0.0

Conversion Data



Tes

TEST ANALYSIS REPORT FORM

National Longitudinal Study

Taken by Grade 12 studen

Subject

Date

Form UEE

Spring 1972

Project 825 Job 50

Mathematics Mosaic Corriparisons, Part

Raw
Score

-X-,

Standard
Score

Y

24 - 25

22 23

20 - 21

18 - 19

16 - 17

14 -

10 - 11

8 -

6 7

4 5

2 - 3

0 -
- 9

- 4 3-

- 6 5

7.43

M
y

7,- 12 7

(25_

onve

Percentile
Rank of

a_cwer Limit
of Interval

Raw
Score
X

tanda-d
Score

Percentile
Rank of
Lower Limit
of Interval

1168 92.6 56

809 87.5 52 55

1631 77.3 48 - 51

920 71.5 44 47

1609 61.3 40 - 43

949 55.3 36 - 39

1616 45.1 32 35

1022 38.7 28 31

1582 28.7 24 27

982 22.5 20 - 23

1422 13.6 16 19

812 8.5 12 15

875 2.9 8 11

318 0.9 4 7

139 0.1 0 - 3

9 0.0 - 4 1

- 8 5

15863 -12 - -

- 8.43

o -
Y

Md 19.80

91

93
35

69
121
244
400

957
2508
3698
3575

2352
935
366

287
._106

25

15

99.4
98.8
98.6
98.2
97.4
95.9
93.4
87.3
71.5
48.2
25.7
10.8
4.9
2.6

0.8
0.2
0.01
0.00

No conversion.



TEST ANALYSIS REPORT F

Test National Lonitudina1 Study

Taken by:Grade 12 students

Subject

Mosaic Com-arisons, Part 2

Score
X

32 -
.30 -

28 29

26 - 27:

24 - 25

22 7: 93

20 21

18 - 19

16 17

14 15

12 7 13

10 - 11

- 9

6 - 7

4 5

2 - 3
0

- 2 - - 1
- 4 - - 3

6 7 7 5

8 -:-

= 14.50

a

Md

5 76

items

Standard
Score

140

53

93
159

341

632
980.-

1801
2849
2771
2052
1515
945
547
264
172

368
109

63

6

15863

F rcentile
-_Rank of

Lower Limit
of Interva;

Conversion Data

No conversion...

99.1
98.8

98.2
97.2
95.0
91.1
84.9

73.5

55.6
38.1
25.2

15.6
9.7
6.2
4.5
3.5
1.1

0-5
0.1
0.02
0.00

Form 11EE

'Data. .

Spring 1972-:

project 825 Joh

Mosaic Comparisons', Part 3

rtaw

Score
X

26 :27:

24 - 25

22 23

20 - :21

18 - 19,

16 - 17
14 - 15

12 - 13

10 -, 11

8 -

4 -
2 -
0 -

- 2 - 1
4 - 3

- 6 - -- 5

- 8 -

Standard
Score ;

120

52'

111
254
.674 -

1018
1975
2495:

2664
2919
1610
954
402

465

118.

29

2

1

15863

Percentile
-Rank of
Lower Limit
of Intervai

. 10.59

4.84

= 10.41

27 items

Conversion Data

No conversion

99.2

98.9
98.2
96.6
92:4
85.9
73.5-
57.8
41.0

22.6
12.4
6.4

3.9

0.9
0.9

0.01
0.00



Test
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TEST ANALYSIS REPORT FORM

National Longi_tudinal Study.

Taken by Grade 12 students

Subject

Mosaic Comparisons, Total

Raw
Score
X

114 116

108 - 114

102 - 108

96 102

90 - 96

84 - 90

78 - 84

72 78

66 72

60 66

54 - 60

48 - 54

42 48

36 42

30 - 36

24 - 30

-13 - 2-A

12

6 - 0

- 12 - -
18 - -,12

- 24 - 18

4540

16 1

Standard
Score--

43

50
14

27-

36

-79

145-

281
593
1112

1842
2579

2824
2361
1658
956

528-
252

152

206
93
24

7

1

15863

Percentile
Rank of

Lower Limit
of Interval

Conversion Data

No conversion.

99.7
99.4
99.3
99.2
98.9
98.4
97.5

95.7
92.0
85.0
73.4

57.1
39.3
24.4
14.0
8.0
4.6

3.0

2.1

0.8
0.2
0.1
0.01
0.00

123

P o

Form UEE

Date Sprit-- 1972

825

Raw Standard

Score Score

X

o =

Md =

Jc 50

Percentite
Rank of

Lower Limit
Df Interval

Conversion Data
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1.2LELidinal Stud Sub:,a.:

4 pt1r of Sampi-

Spared sample

Form

ulae and Rei abil_ 'ants for Sections

,955

cx. of Test
Scoring
Formula

Relia-
bilit-

SE
meas.

:ion of Test
Sco in
Fo u

Relia-*
bi v mea-

2.23
l-ob.iary R-W 4 .784 1.96 4 T-...-lar Groups R-W/4 .861

' Ffc!:-rk-Numbe: 5 Mathematics R.333W .866 2.73
---7

R-.111W .726** 2.28

_

6 Mosaic Compar.:

2 R-.1114 .726** 2.14
J

1 R-W/2

Total R-.111W .845** 3.1 R- _-

Reading R-W/4 .797 2.32 3 R-W/4

-Adap,ation of Kuder-Richardson -mula 20). **See text.

Sections

----
Sectton

2-1 2-2 2 3 4 5 6-1 6-2 6-3 6

1 Vocabulary .284 .:54 .29? .686 .496 .610 .210 .276 .283 -.282

-.--um.:: _ .284 .726 .93 _ _ .448 .305 .354 .338 .372

_

_ -----2- -'.-254- 796- -,924_____.300_ _ 8 :68 _.284 32 .314 .343

Total .292 .9 . 924 .355 .451 .423 .318 .364 .-352- .386--

':- Readi:li, 586 .351 .300 .355 .
595 .667 .274 .342 .342 .354

4 Letter Grou .496 448 .387 .451 .595 .674 .387 .488 .460 .494

5 Matherr-ltis 61 .4 36_ .423 .667 .674 .326 .388 .389 .409_

osaic: 210 .365 .284 .318 .274 7 .326 .683 .579 .900

.276 354 2 .364 342 .488 .683 .739 .900

.283 1_8 .314 .352 .342 .460 _ 9 .579 .739 .833

_ .282 372 43 6 54 ..494 409 .900 .900 ,8

eedednes of Sections

on
2-2 6-1 6-2 6-3

Pot- cent com-
e n test.

81.8 7 6 85 0 1 7 2.0

Per cett com-
oting 75 per

cent of test 94.7 95.9 94.7 96. 2.5 6.2 6.1

Non:Litr of items
reached by 80

_per' cont of
t1.0. ca-d4dates

TotFal number of
items

15 20 21 25 15 12

15 15 15 20 25: 25 56 27

124
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VI:11CA

National Longitudinal study

2

,14L, VocabularY

15 (5-choice)

. I

1 12 131 14 15

Io It, t II
Ifflf,,,F411 iMaNW

TYwnr, NObri

1:#

N R

IIcr

prAi,.,E"

r4L,m6e,

1

!

4- 15;

12- 13

10- 11
I i V 7

0 15 15 1

_

- 7 4 8, 9 31

; 1

4- 3 9j 25 _2

1 14, 24 13 16 19 24

-

w V 2 2 2 5 5, 9 3, 16, 18 10

7,

.

4! 5 33' 351 67 841 1191 105 164 1931115

k #116'uo

7 18

6 37

5 47

4 83

3 87

2 163

1, Vocabulary
.3r4r,,JAP(1( f

1 55 1955

13 -

12;

I

11: =

10 3

7 16

6 21

5 33

4 4?

3 57

2 85

1 65

01609

1955

6,26

4,22 3,34
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#1
0.EffaWw. ftft

NIF D-1

I TEM P- VALUES bY GROUP

VUC ABULAR Y

WWw.1=4,1WM*V177MM,WW4IFWM-

11'M Al AA MA PR OE .OR WE .WC WS WW .MEAN

ww w Ocriama3emENEW+.,,ebeig.piaft..Mma...Wm..EMOINimer.,*.g00.s.,,001,mff

1747 714 . 715 823 .07.57. .881. .924 .914 -404', 0915 829 6084-

'315 330 349, .266 1561. .563 #590 -*503 v505 o621, #460 '125

51 ! .477 551 .595 -.579 .790 .836 '0800 .759 :810 :675 0129

63881 -0344 .420 .
.582. .617 .670 .6758, O651 :702 *5697;134

. .614 6655 4578.. .633 ''..589 .790 #868 .865 ..171 .872 .739 .119

6472 :408 .445 --.468 .505. '.523, .599 .,e581 .566 .570. .514 .061

tr631:4-': 6304 .266 .327 -.574 4666 r-6638 ..458 -6149

ti 264 .189 .198. .6139 .392._ .420 :403 ..360 .385: .299 .099

I J26 .244 .308 .215 . _6364 :401 .510- .478 .441 -.530 .382- .103

110 .331 .246 . .233 .266 .262 .438- .514 ..486 :468 _519 .376 .113

1 11 225 6,162 .184 4.076 .17,8 6375 -.435, .378, .313 .396 272_ 0116

1-12 .157 .155 .147 .139 .140 .4313 ; .381 :325 ..301 .317 ..238 .092

1-43 .287 .216 .249 .228 .1355 .341 .350 6317 .322 :338 .300 -.050

1-14 270. 207 257 190 -4346 .273 .378 . 299 :6314 '4313 -.055

1-15 4 4158 .216 241 ...327 .392 '.506- .._401 395 -455 .335. :107

MEAN .375 321 :344 0342 8410 .514 582 53 .508 559

5.0. .1613 .1695 .1602 2139 .1742 01849 .1826 1925 111919 :1927

M ......... 4.1.,WWW&W.R.W01MwiffliPift10004E*MWMwWwm.
.. WO . WO .....



TARE D-2

I TEM P-VALUES BY GROUP .

PICTURE-NUMBER

IT M AI AA MA PR

596 .593 .651

. 685 592 .688

.758 .6813 .769
523 .633

.320 .427
9 327 .408

. 612 516 .629

. 506 .420 .557

.472 344 .445

416 329 .422
449 338 .422
382 9276 .357

.483 328 .431

.416 .353 .427

. 326 .255 .355

.697 .670 .659

. 607 .491 .567

.882 .819 851

. 489 .488 .512

.551 .458 .502
545 .515 .588

.590 .511 .551

. 517 .405 .492

.669 .539 .655

292 .249 .324

.534 .400 .531

.433 .319 .402

.421 .340 .443

.466 .350 .478

. 500 .406 .494

7

8

9

1U

1 11

I 12

1.q 3

I

I 15

16

1

118
1-19

1-'20

121

I 22

123

1

2 5

1-26

1-27

1-28

1-29

1-30

147

fiBDUE

. 595

. 671

.759

.570

.266

. 304

. 557

.589 i .693. 6711

.101 ...778 .769-

803

.617 .642 *703

.43.0 ...466 .476
'a476

664::

WC WS ioW

ITEM

MEAN S.D.

676

. 774

. 792

.694

.476

.470
.719

.430 .523 .659 .600 .604

. 392 .336 .517 .506 .530

329 .336 .483 .520 .512
.354 .458 .580 .551 .535

-291 355 .455 .484 .481

342 .449 .659 .608 .596

.392 .430 .619 575 .557

.241 .383 .551 .502 .514

.696 .692 .778 .746 .741

. 468 570 .608 -673 .640
886 .869 686 .901 .873

.443 .486 .631 .614 .596

.354 .458 .551 .570 .544

. 481 .551 .653 .640 .666
.456 .519 .676 658 .647

291 .467 .642 .573 .599
.557 .607 .739 .739 .728

.165 .299 .358 .380 .373

. 430 .533 .608 .607 .610

53 .411 .540 .538 .537
28 .430 .523 .536 .543-
42 336 .489 585 .568_

.367 .514 .625 .618 .595

.697

.778
ao6
.697
.504
482

. 736

.622

.522
.525
. 528

.485

. 574

.549
.495
. 759

.665

. 883

.617

. 85
.654
. 661

. 605

.729

. 393

.609
..534

522

572

. 595

664

750

.790

. 672

.432

.442

. 695

.590

.511

.463

.497

.442

. 559

.522

.476

.720

.619

. 874

. 573

.522

.609
..609

547

.701

.355

. 601

.495

.508

. 525

.558

.646.

..6.36 056

4416
6416.

551 .076
.071

4.434' -075 ,..

.471- 078:: :.

.401 .476

.503 .108
.484 .086
*410 -.107

..716 .037

091 065

-.872 ..022.

065

.510. 066

499:-.i °eft:.

.594. -'_ 068 r.

414 -.100.
'4666

*546

.446 .096

.449 4.96
.092..

..527.: .084

MEAN .522 439 .522 .430 .507 612 .613 .606 .613 577

S.O. .1298 .1362 .1247 .1667 .1360 .1136 .1124 .1078 .1099 .1150

148



TABLE D-4

ITEM P7VALIJES BY GROUP

LETTER GROUPS

ITEM AI .AA MA PR OL

.

OR . WE WC.

.

..............

WS WW

ITEM

MEAN S.D.

.

I= 1 .826. .802- .808. -848 .766 4920 .918 .926 *902 .919. .864 .057..

1 2 4466 .494 4502. .456 .533 .659 .708 .664 .649 .656 .579 .092

17.3 .837 4752 .771 4722 .0776 .903. .903 885 *869 .877.. .830. .065

17. 4 .910 .629 849 .873 .379 .943 .957 4948 .954 .952 .909 .046

I- 5 4449 .441 4518: .494 .570 .744 .766 .734 .705 6744. . .616 .127

17 6 .837 .807 .837 .835. 4822 .943 4934 4934 .931 6922 .880 .053

I= 7 517 .536 4580 .633 .570 .807 .771 .741 .716 .752 -.662 102

1-.8 -.556 .470 .527 .468 .570 .716 4754 4737 .657 .682 .614 .103.

17 9 .511 .457 .500 .481 .430 .727 .710 .700 .670 4697 .588. *115

1=10 4685 .4719 .747. 4722 4720 4869 .876 866 .860 .850 4791 4075

1-11 .635 .600 .620 582 .533 .761 .810 .798 .773 4812 4692 .103

1-12 .899 .827 853 848 .841 4955 .952 .947. .936.. .933 .899 4049

1=13 820 .799 816 4835 .785 .955 .916 .913 4900 4908 .865 A57

1=14 .522 .486 *571 .468 .505 .778 .776 .739 .731 .744 .632 .125

1=15 0713 ..575 4698. .658 .654 .881 6832 831' .802 .832 .748 .096

1716 .618 .557 .598 .46d: .617 .858 848 4819 .795 .817. *69.9 145

1717 .652 .536 586 .582- .617 .818 .838 .821 .801- 806 .706 .115

1=18 .494 .506 539. .405. .523 .716 .681 *678 .626. .633- .580 4096

1719. .393 .342 .362 .266 318 4580 6543 .555 .53.4' 4546. .446" .111-

1720 4624 .510. .571 4361. 533 .847' 4805. 403.. .776. .785 .662 .155

1721 .461. 327 .376 278 .430 0693 .649. 4625 4607 .612 4506 .4141

1-22.. .270 4180 .212 6127. .196 .475 -358.. .354. .322. -4324 .272 .083

1723 *174 .093 .4116 4076 .093 .239 .226 214.. .181 ..231- 4164 .061. ...

-1724 .433 4255 .322 .203 .346. .568 -535 4539 .492 4497 4419 .123.

1725 .303 .200 4198 .101 .215 4426 .392 4416 4349. :4348 4295 .105

DEM
MEAN

S.D.

.584 .524 .564 .512 .554 .747 .738 .72d .702 .715

.1959 .2085 .2059 .2417 .2043 .1850 .1903 .1875 .1976 .1939

. . . . .=M.P . . . . .



TABLE 8-5

ITEM P-VALUES 8Y GROUP

MATHEMATICS

5 5_ ao- 5.T4.*&=*.

iUM AI AA MA PR 01 OR WE WC WS OW MEAN S.O.

LEUE
MEAN

S.D.

MM

.702 '647 641 .696 .673 .881 .868 .868 850 .836 *766

:725 *679 *718 8684 .757 .824 .790 .761 *766 0753 *746

.730 .663 .733 .671 .729 .852 .872 855 .863 .850 *782

.702 .653 .722 .671 .710 430 836 848 p833 .855 .766

.414 ',459 .508 (430 .1514 .852 .765 :741 :755 .742 .619

040 4540 .569 595 i561 .710 4807 .830 -782 .782 .684

.669 053 .563 *544 .;.589 .813 .8.08 .803 .768- .782 .689

-.449 8364 0410 .418 8421 *750 .656 #635 4629 .623 .536

.607 .562 .616 .481 .598 .767 .782 :763 .751 .745 i667

.466 .373 *431 .354 .421 0773 ..M5 .4)5 .620 .535

'494 .350 .420 4354 .467 580 .637 *629 411 405 _015

.441 .529 .541 :519 (523 .815 .740 .718 *713 .726 :633

.461 .395 .467 ..329 .514 .795 ...705 .680 .659 .655 .566

.567 .400 .527 .468 ..589 .744 723 .719 .685 711 613

.416 .395 .355 .380 .327 .653 .602 599 .573 :567 0487

.303 0301 .394 329 .402 .767 .617 574 .609 .563 :486

.427 4400 .437 .291 *477 .784 .650- .622: .629 .613 .533

.388 .329 .343 .278 .299 6563 ..587 .576 .542 .552 *446

.393 .362 .404, .304 .505 .670 .579: .580 .551 :544 0489

.,382 304 .347 .266 -.355 .619 .646 .640 .613 1608 *478

'4,275: 195 .290 203 .355 .676 #545- 517 .503 .463' .402

a70 1205 .263 .228 4334 .642- 534 .525 '.486 506 *399

.253 .199 .218 .177 .215 .523 .447 .418 .413 .404 327

.247 ...181 .243 1.27 234 .449', .471 .460 .439 4433 *328

.264 .243 .284 .228 4271. .0557 0470: .438 1421 389 .357

55,.waserre

.469 .412 .459 401 .474 4716 671 .657 .643 .637

.1562 .1532 .1497 .1663 .1514 1153 .1232 .1292 *1302 1354

1097

443

*080

4077

6159

.105

.111

4129

.101

.135

.107

-421
.145

.115:'

4116

4152

.141

.122

411

0150

4154

.148

120

.127

407



ITEM

1-

1-

1-

1-

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

I= 9

I-10

I-11

1-12

1=13

1-14

1-15

1-16

1-17

1-18

119
1-20

QUIR
MEAN

5.0.

TABLE D-6

ITEM P-VALUES BY GROUP

MOSAIC CCMPARISONS

AI AA

.
MA PR

- -

01 OR WE WC WS WW

_

MEAN S.D.

.910 .838 .904 .873 879 .943 .941 943 .938 .948 .912 .036

.904 .848 .900 .899 .907 .972 .943 .946 .947 .943 092/ .034

.854 .822 .871 .823 .869 .898 .920 .932 .918 .922 6883 4039

448 .795 .851 848 .822 .926 .927 6931 .916 929 .879 .049

.910 834 e890 .873 .897 .943 .944 .953 .944 .952 .914 .038

.910 .828 .896 .861 .841 .960 .944 .953 .941 .945 .908 .047

.904 .830 .900 .899 .822 .972 .951 6959 .948 .956 .914 .051

.882 .767 .841 .823 4850 .932 .927 .944 .928 .927 .882 .056

.848 #713 .814 .734 .794 .943 .908 .917 .895 .907 .847 476

.826 .637 .769 8671 .813 .903 864 .888 .866 .868 .811 .087

4781 .580 .761 .557 .720 .881 .860 .887 .855 .859 .774 .115

.736 .514 .682 468 .645 .886 .817 846 .810 .811 .722 .135

.719 .483 .647 .418 4579 .858 .781 814 .773 #791 .686 .142

.640 .403 .557 .392 .486 .818 .706 .747 .703 .717 .617 .141

.522 .307 .473 .316 .421 .744 .620 .660 .618 .653 .534 .143

.427 .246 .380 .253 .346 .670 .512 .555 .520 .538 .445 .131

.360 .207 .337 .190 .271 .585 .437 .470 .448 .467 .377 .121

.303 .143 .220 .063 .196 .489 .308 359 .324 .346 .275 .1/6

.213 .122 .157 051 i159 .432 .237 265 .263 .272 .217 .099

.180 .095 .131 4051 .112 .341 .179 .204 .210 .209 .171 .077

.684 6551 .649 .553 .621 .805 .736 .759 .738 .748

.2476 .2718 .2642 .3076 2699 .190 .2541 42442 .2444 .2415
_ _



APPENDIX E

I tem _Deltas



TABLE E-1

ITEM DELTAS BY GROUP

VOCABULAR

ITiM 41

_ .

AA MA PR OL

1- 1 10,34 10.74 10.73 MO 10,21

I- 2 14.93 14,76 14.55 15.50 12.39

1- 3 12.49 13.23 12.49 12,04 12.20

1- 4 14,14 14.60 13.80 12.17 11.81

I- 5 11.20 11.41 12=22 11.04 12610

1- 6 13.28 13.93 13.55 13.32 /2.95

I= 7 14.50 14,93 15.05 15.50 14.79

1- 8 15.52 16.53 16,40 17.34 15.79

I- 9 14.80 15.77 15.00 16,15 14.38

1-10 14474 15,74 15,32 15.50 15.55

1=11 16..02 16.95 16.61 18.73 16.70

1-12 17.02 17.06 17.20 17,34 17,32

1-13 15,25 16.15 15,71 15.98 14.48

1-14 15.45 16.27 15.61 16.51 14.59

1=15 15.52 17.01 16.14 15,82 14.79

OR WE WC WS WW

8.29 7.28 7.52 7.77 7,50

12.37 12.09 12.97 12.95 11.77

9.78 9.09 9.64 10.19 .9.49

11.24 10.20 11.45 12,37,10.88

9.78 8.52 8.59 8.48 8,45

12.77 12400 12.18 12.33 12.30

12.26 11.29 12.07 12.58 11.58

14.09 13.80 13.95 14.43 14.17

13 98 12.90 13.22 13.59 12170

13.63 12.86 13.14 13.32 12.81

14.27 13.65 14.24 14.95 14.05

14.95 14.20 14.82 15,08 14.91

14.64'14.54 14.91 14.84 14.67

15.42 14.24 15.11 14,93 14.95

14.09 12.94 14.00 14.07 13.45

MEAN S.D.

8,97 1.37

13.43 1.29

11.06 1.48

12.27 1,39

10.24 1654

12.86 0.62

13.45 1.55

15.20 1.21

14.25 1.12

14.32 1.22

15.62 1.56

15.99 1.22

15 12 0.59

15,31 0.67

14.78 1.23

AA.AwAss,-AmmAAWmA WAmM .. AA . OAAAAAAAA mmmm Aft0mAAAAAAMM .. AAA ..WOMOWAAAAWAAAAAAAAAA

MEAN 14,35 15.01 14.73 14.86 14.00 12.77 11.97 12.52 12.79

S.D. 1.753 1,838 16776 2.502 16923 2.066 2480 2.254 2E235

AAAAwm=

12125

2454

... A .AAAAAAAAAAAAAAWAAAAWAAAAAAWAAAAAAAmAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA=AAAAWAAmAAAAAA

**#** ITEM DELTAS COMPUTED ONLY IF (1) .05 P 495

ANC (2) MORE THAN 50% OF THE GROUP RESPONDED TO THE ITEM



TOLE E.2

ITEM DELTAS BY GROUP

PICTURE-NUMBER

ITEM AI AA

.
MA

. -

PR

-
OL OR WE WC

==flanSWfl Se

.w .

WS WW

. .....w.....

MEAN S.D.

I- 1 12.03 12.06 11.45 12.04 12.10 10.98 10.78 11.18 10.94 11 31 11.49 0.50

1- i 11.07 12.07 11.04 11.23 10.89 9493 10605 9.99 9.94 10.30 10.65 0 68

3 10.20 11.05 10,05 10618 10.21 10.01 9660 9.75 905 9.78 10.04 0 41

I= 4 11.92 12.77 11.65 12.30 11.81 11.55 10.67 10.97 10,93 11.22 11.60 0.59

1= 5 14.44 14.87 110.74 15.50 13.71 13.34 13.24 13.24 12.96 13.69 13.87 0.77

1- 6 14.02 14.80 13.93 15.05 14.29 13.17 13.24 13.30 13.18 13.58 13.86 0.65

1- 7 11.86 12.84 11.69 12.43 11.31 11.05 10,43 10.69 10.48 10496 11.37 0.78

1= 6 12.94 13.81 12.43 13.70 12.77 11.36 11.99 11.94 11.76 12.09 12.48 0.77

I- 9 13 28 ***** 13.55 14.09 14.69 12.83 12.94 12.70 12.78 12.89 13.31 0.65

1°10 13.85 ***** 13.78 ***** 14.69 13.17 12680 12.88 12.75 13.37 13.41 0.62

1-11 13.51 ***** 13178 ***** 13.42 12.20 12.49 12.65 12.72 13.03 12.98 0.52

1-12 14.20 ***;A* ***** ***** ***** 13.46 13.16 13.19 13.15 13.58 13.46 0.37

1-13 13.17 ***** ***** ***** 13,52 11.36 11.91 12.03 12.25 12.41 12.38 0.69

1-14 ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** 11.79 12.25 12.43 12.51 12.78 12.35 0.33

1-15 4*444 g**** esss* **4** 1414* 12.49 12.98 12.86 13.05 13.24 12,92 0.25

1-16 10.94 11.25 11.36 10.95 11.00 9.93 10.36 10.42 10.20 10.67 10.71 0.45

1-17 11.92 13609 12.32 13.32 12.29 11.91 11.21 11.57 11.30 11.79 12.07 0.67

1=18 8.26 9.36 844 8.18 8.51 8.17 7.86 8.44 8.24 8.41 8.43 0.A

1-19 13.11 13.12 12.88 13.57 13.14 11.67 11.84 12.03 11.82 12.27 12.54 0.66

1-20 12.49 13.42 12.98 14.49 13.42 12.49 12.29 12.55 12,15 12.78 12,91 0.67

1-21 12.55 12.85 12.11 13.19 12.48 11.42 11.57 11.29 11.42 11.89 12.08 0.63

1-22 12.09 12.89 12.49 13.44 12.20 11.17 11.37 11.50 11.34 11.90 12.04 0.70

1-23 12.83 13.96 13.08 15.20 13.33 11.55 12.26 11.99 11.94 12.53 12.87 1.04

1-24 11.26 12.61 11.41 12.43 11.91 10.44 10.44 10.58 10.57 10.90 11.25 0.78

1-25 15.19 15.71 14.82 ***** 15.11 14.45 14.22 14.29 14.09 14.48 14.71 0.51

1-26 12.66 14.02 12.69 13.70 12.67 11.91 11.91 11.88 11.90 11.98 12.53 0.74

1-27 13.66 ***** 13.99 ***** 13.90 12.60 12.62 12.62 12.66 13.05 13.14 0.57

1 28 13.79 ***** 13.57 ***** 13.71 12.77 12.64 12.57 12.78 12692 13.09 0.47

1-29 13.34 ***** 13.22 14,63 14.69 13.11 12.15 12.31 12.28 12.75 13.16 0.90

1-30 13.00 ***** 13406 ***** 12.86 11.73 11.80 12.04 12404 12.42 12.37 0.51

MEAN 12.63 12.97 12.54 12.98 12.76 11.80 11.78 11.86 11.79 12.17

5.0 1.403 1.434 1.315 1.783 1.489 1.277 1.290 1.207 1.246 1.275

***** ITEM DELTAS COMPUTED ONLY IF 111 .05 S P .95

AND (2) MORE THAN 50 % OF THE GROUP RESPONDED TO THE



TABLY E-3

ITEM DELTAS BY 'ADP

READING

. . W .4.31ftmeWriEwMw.iibmWww***peOWIANMAid*OOM,Vdt&g,

_ITEh

ITtM AI AA MA PR OL OR WE WC WS WY MEAN 5.0.

..
11.13 11005 11004 11.09 11.11 962 8.44 8.80 8692 8.87 10,01 1.11

12 49 11.16 11.32 1101 IMO 10037 9.74 10.20 10.14 9.86 10.95 0.95

I- 3 10148 10.07 9.86 9085 10645 7952 7.83, 840 8.01 8.46 9.07 1411

12.21 12.04 12161 12,68 12.48 10.72 10.44 10.92 10688 10.84 11.58 0,85

1 5 13.06 12007 12.57 11011240 10.30 10.42.10.68 19.48 10.52 11441 098

11.56 12140 11.88 11.64 11.71 9010 9.47 907 9550 9.41 10.63 144

1- 7 14.56 15.61 14.7315.20 14.59 12.77 12.51 12664 12.87 12.62 13.81 1.17

14626 15008 14.4015.35 14E09 1144 11.67 12.00 12.06 11692 13.21 1.49

I- 9 13.91 1441 15.19 1540 14.48 12.77 11.78 12.22 12.38 12.62 13.48 1.20

1-10 13.4c) 13.85 1400811.70 13.90 11.79 11..70 12,02 12.02 11,64 .
12.81 0.99

1-11 14.32 15.06 15.05 14'77 14.69 12.54.14.36 12e95 13400 .
13.74 1.07

-112 10.88 1140 10.81 44023 10.89 9.28 8.60: 9.43 6.89 9.08 10400 1.03

113 13.73 14.67 13.89 14.49 14.2912.26 11.48 11.48 11'64 1145 12.92:1034.

1.-14 16.25 16.73 16:61 15.50 17000 14,76 )4.28 14.94 14s97 14;51 15.55 0.96

1-15 17.21 17.37A740 164516.16 16.63 15.85 15.99:15.63 15.78 16.40 0.42

1716 1-4.56 15.51 15.61 15:66 15.67 13.69 12.94 12.7212.75 12.46: 14.16 1.31

1-17 14.99 15,82 15.43 1540 15.3313.98 14...26 14.604.51 14.25 14.84 0.57

1-18- 12.7214.51 1302 15.05 13.80. 11.17:10.97 11.10 11.17 11.08 :12.53 1.54

1-719 15.39 16.67 15.97 16.90 15.79 14.33 13.68 14.10 44,25 1440 ' 15.11- 1.42

1-20 15.39'16.90 16.14 17.11 16.56 14;0415;51 13.5843469_13.42 ::15.03: 1.46

MEAN 13.68 14.13 13.90 14.01 13.86 11.94 11.60 11.89 11.89 11.76

5,0. 16774 21150 2 061 2.087 1.924 2402 26097 26074 2.093 1.990

***** ITEM DELTAS COMPUTED ONLY IF (1) .05 P .95

ANL; (2) MORE THAN 50 % OF THE GROUP RESPONDED 10 THE ITEM



LVIVY

JTEM OEIJASH.BrGROUP-

JETTER:iIOLIPS

ITEM Al

9.25

13.34

9407

1 7.63

I- 5 13.51

6 9.07

i 7 12.83

8 12.44

1- 9 12.89

1 10 11.0

1-11 11.62

I-12 7.90

1-13 9.34;

1-14 11:78

I-15 10.75

1-16 11.80

AA MA PR OL

9.61 9.52 8 89 10.09

13.06 12198 13.44 12.67

10.28 10003 10.65 9.97

9.20 8.87 8.43 8.33

11.59 12.82 13.06 12.29

9.54 9.08 9.10 9.30

12.64 12.20 11.64 12.29

13.30 12.73 13.32 12.29

13.43 13.00 13.19 13.71

10.68 10.34 10.65 10.67

11.99 11.78 12.17 12.67

9.24 8.80 8.89 9.00

9.65 9.39 9.10 9.84

13.14 12.28 13.32 12.95

12.24 10.93 11.37 11.41

12.43 12.01 13.31 11.81

OR WS WW

7.37- 7.42 7420

11.36 10.81 11,31

7.79 '7,81 8,19

7.82 7 40

11.47 11.39

8.52 8.35

6.67 ***** 6.48 WI** *****

10.37 10.10 10.50

6.67 6.98 7.03

9.54 10.03 10.42

10.85 10.38

7.06 7.31

10.72 10.28

10.72 10.25 10.47 11.39_11.11

10.58 10.79 10.91 11.24 10.94

8.51 8.38 8.56 8.67 8.85

10.16 9.49 9.66 40.00 9.47

***** WO 6.53_6.90 7.02

***** 7.48- 7.55 7.87 7.68

9.93 9.97'10.44- 10.54 10.38

8.29 9.15 9.17 9.60 9.15

8.72 8.89 9.35 9.70 9.38

11.4442-.64 12.14-12.17 11.81_9.37 9.05 C.33 9.62 9.54

1-18 13.06 12.94

1-19 14.08 14.62

NO 11.74 12.90

1-21 13.39 14.79

1-22, 15.45 16.67

I-23 16.75 18.29

1 24 13.68 15.63

1-25 15 06 *****

/2.61 13.96 12.77 10.7211.11-11.15

14.20 15.50 14.89 12.20 12.57 12.45

12.28 14.36 12.67- 8.91 9.57 9.58

14.27 15.35 13.71 10.98 11.47 11.73

16.19 ***** 11).42 14.27 14.45 14.49

17.77 ***** 18:28 15.84 16.01 16.17

14.84 ***** 14.59 12.31 12.65 12.61

16.40 ***** 16.16 13.74 14.10 13.84

DEM
MaN 12.00 12.60 12.30'11.99 12.42 10.22

S.L. 2.290 2.321 2.360 2.137 2.367 2.307

MEAN S.D.

8.46 1.06

12.18 0.95

9.07 1.03

7.95 0.98

11.75 1.36

8.11 1.12

11.26 1.14

11.80 MO

12.07 1.20

9.64 1.06

10.90 1.19

8.04 1.02

8.66 0.93

11.57 1.36

10.21 1.23

10.74 1.60

1471 1.37

12.17 0.99

13.57 1.15

11.18 1./4

12,95 1.46

/5,29 0.87

16.86 0.95

13.60 1.09

14.80 0.94

11.71 11.64

12.66 12.53

9.97 9.84

11.92 11.86

14.84- 14.82

16.64 15.94

13.08 13.03

14.55 14.56

10.37 10.20 10.72 10.54

2.292 2.423 2.397 2.350

***** ITEM DELTAS COMPUTED ONLY IF 11) .05 P

AND (21 MORE THAN 50% OF THt GOUP RESPONDED TO THE.ITEM
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TA31.1 E-5

1ILM DELTAS 81' GROUP

MATHEMATICS

ITEM A1 AA MA PR OL OR WE WC WS WW MEAN S.D.

10.88 11.49 11456 10,95A1.21 -1452 8.52 6.86 9.09

'jC°61.1415'10.1)9'1"PJILU: .-0213
9477 10.17 10.09 10.27

11.32_10.52 11.23 10.56 '8.82' _8.45 '8.77 '8.63 8.86

11.43 10.6411.23J0.78
'9419' 9.09- 8.88 9.14. 8.76

13.41,14.9213.70A2.86
)344 10.11 10.35-10:24 10.41

12.39'14.30 12+04 12.39 449 9.53 9.19 9.88 9.88

12.47.12.36
1445612.10 .9045 .9.51', 9459 10.07 9.89

.17_3 10.55

1- 4 10.88

.1- 5 13.85

6 11456

1- 7 11.26

8

1r, '9 11494

1,10 13.34

1-12

1-13 ,

4714

1-15

1-16

171,7

11.8

1-19

40
111

+743

1-24

1-25

2,02

S.D.

14.J9 13.9113+83 13.80.0430

12.37 11A2 13.19 14.01 10.08

14430 13.70 14+49 13.00 10.01

11.39 11462 11.6811.75

,9.89 10.14 10.29 10.36

11.51.11.69 11.63 11.78

11:06-14;541M-0-1-4-.-49-131-3371240-114.60-11.68-11.87-1149

13439 14.71 12.38 12.81 12.77 ,9,10 10.43 10,69_10.76_10.60

13.39 14.07 13.33 14.77 14.86 MO 10.84 11.1311.36 11.40

12:32 14.0112.73 13.32 12.10 10.37 10.64 10.68 140710,78

-13085 14.07 14.48 14.2214.79.11.4211.97 11.99_,.12.27-12.33

14.99 15.09.14.08
14.77 13.99 10.08 11481-12.25 11490 12636

13.73 14.01 13+64 15.20 13.23 9.86 11.46.11.76.11.69.11485-

14.14 14.7714.62 15.35 15.11 12.37 14.13 12.23 12.58 12.48

14.08 14.42 13.95-15.05 12.95-11.4/!.
12.21 12.20 12:49 12.55

14.20 15.05 J4.5715.50 14.48 41.79 11.50 11.57 11.85 11.90

15.39 16.44 15.2116.3314.481/47'12.55
12.83 12.97 13.37

15.45 16629 15.53 15.98 14469-11.55 12.66 12.75_13.14 12.94

15.66 16.38 16.11 16.70 16.16.12.77 13453.13.83 13.88 13.97,

15.73 16.64.15479 17457 15.9113.51 13429 13.40 13.61 13.68

15.52 15.78 15.26.15.98 15.44 12.43 13.30.13462 13.79 14,11::

.... ......
13.33 13.96 13.44 14.09 13.28 10.58 11.11 11.26 11.43 11.49

1.648 1.654 1.585 1.824 1.607 1.377 1.443 1.497 1.478 1.527

***** ITEM DELTAS COMPUTED ONLY IF (1) .05

---.74---.,AND-121-MORE-.-THANL5OLOUHLGROWLIRES.P.ONDU
TO THE /TEM

.

_

9.94_1.31

10.33 0.54

i477 1410

10,09,0 1.02

11.67-1.76

11.00.1.22

10.911.28

12+62 1:34

11.41 1+12 ,

12.62 1.41
.

.

11.56 1.34

1.49 1.54

11480 1.21

13.14 1.19

13+13,1.60

12.64 WO

13.58 1.26'

13.11_1.14

13.24 1.56

14.08-1.67

14.10 1.59

14.90 1.36

14.91:1450

14.53 1.16.



TABLE .3.6

ITEM DELTAS BY GROUP

MOSAIC COMPAT SONS

ITEM AI

7

AA MA PR OL OR WE WC WS WW MEAN- SO.

1- 1 7 63 9 7,78 8.43 8.33 6.67 6.75 6.69 6.54 6.48 7.46 0.86

I- 2 7,71 8.88 7.87 7.90 7.72 *00 6.67 6.56 6.52 6.67 7.40 0.78

I- 3 8.79 9431 8.47 9.30 8.51 702 7037 7.04 7.43 7.31 8.15 0.80

I- 4 8.88 9.70 8.84 8.89 9.30 7.21 7.18 7.07 7.48 7,13 8.17 0.99

1- 5 7.63 9.13 8.10 8.43 7.94 6.67 6.63 ***** 6.65 ***** 7.65 0.87

I- 6 7.63 9.21 7.96 8.66 9.00 ***** 6.63 ***** 6.76 6.61 7.81 1.01

1. 1 7.77 9.19 7.87 7090 9.30 ***** ***** ***** 6.49 ***** 8.09 0.95

1- 8 8.26 10.08 9.01 MO 8.85 7.04 7.17 6.65 7.15 7.18 8.07 1.12

8.88 10.75 9.43 1000 9.71 6.67 7.68 7.47 1.99 7.71 8.68 1.31

1-10 9.25 11.60 10.05 11.23 9.44 7.79 8.61 8.13 8.56 8.54 9.32 1.22

1-11 9.90 12.20 10.16 12.43 10.67 8.29 8.67 8.17 8.71 8.70 9.80 1.48

1-12 10.48 12.86 11.11 13.32 11.52 8.17 9.39 8.92 9.49 9.47 10.47 1.62

1-13 1C.68 13.17 11.49 ***** 12.20 8.72 9.90 9.42 10.00 9.76 10.59 1.35

-1-14 11.56 $**** 12.43 ***t* 13.14 9.37 10.83 10.34 10.87 10.71 11.16 1.12

1-15 12.76 ***** 13.27 4**** *VIE** 10.37 11.78 11.35 11.80 11.43 11.83 0.88

1-4-6 ft144- **** ***44-1-1-a-24-12-.8LI 0o60

1-17 ***** 0*** ***** ***** 12.14 ***** 13.30 ***** ***** 12.72 0.58

1-18 ***** ***** ***** ***** 00* 13.11 ***** ***** **;** ***** 13.11 0.0

1-19 Oss* #$11441 11**** OW MO 00* WO OM ILO 0,0

1-20 ***** ***** ***** ***** ***** 0*** ***** ***** ****# 0.0 0.0

MEAN 9.19 10.39 9.59 9.69 9.69 8.76 8.54 8.83 6.48 8.59

S.D. 1.536 1.492 1.718 1.714 1.564 2.003 1.949 2.164 1.933 1.881

"14* ITEM DELTAS COMPUTED ONLY IF (11 .05 P .95

ANO (21 MORE THAN 50% OF THE GROUP RESPONDED TO THE ITEM
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